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Abstract

The accelerated growth in cloud computing technologies in the past decade

has empowered a wide spectrum of cloud services, and this has origi-

nated a big challenge for cloud users, specifically for Infrastructure-as-

a-Service (IaaS) users who find it difficult to choose a particular Virtual

Machine (VM) type from the Cloud Providers (CP). Cloud application

performance variability and IaaS pricing diversity amongst the CPs are

seen as the main reasons for cloud users’ perplexity with selection of a

VM type. Although cloud researchers have proposed various effective

VM selection algorithms to support cloud users, these algorithms consider

only the instantaneous performance of the cloud applications on the VMs

and ignore whether the performance or Quality of Experience (QoE) will

be maintained by the VMs in the future. That means they only consider

the pre-deployment phase of the applications’ lifetime and ignore the post-

deployment phase. It has been reported by researchers that cloud applica-

tions show performance variability in the post-deployment phase, which

may result in QoE degradation. To maintain QoE cloud users may need

to migrate their applications to a new VM type with higher configuration

from the same CP or with a similar configuration from a different CP.

Apart from performance, cost can also be an important factor for certain

budget-constrained users who may be interested to migrate to different in-



stances if the price for the current cloud service rises or other providers

offer a better price. To help cloud users in detecting QoE degradation and

selecting a target VM type for application migration, this thesis proposes

a user-centric cloud application management framework, named MyMin-

der (Multi-objective dYnamic MI-gratioN Decision makER). Specifically,

MyMinder employs a ‘monitoring system’ to monitor application domain

specific performance metrics, a novel ‘detection algorithm’ to detect QoE

degradation and a ‘VM selection method’ to choose a target VM type for

application migration in the post-deployment phase. Evaluation of the per-

formance of the detection algorithm was carried out by deploying a Dar-

win media streaming service (representative of real-world media stream-

ing applications), and by designing a benchmark for generating realistic

media streaming client requests. Evaluation of the VM selection method

was carried out by using an example scenario where a cloud application

suffers from a QoE degradation and requires migration. The scenario was

investigated in a lab-based cloud testbed where data analytic and HPC

applications were executed. To represent real-world cloud service offer-

ings from multiple public CPs, the testbed contains a number of server

machines offering a range of VM configuration choices. The evaluation

results demonstrate that the proposed detection algorithm can reliably de-

tect the QoE degradation of a cloud application and the VM selection

method can choose an optimal VM to migrate the application from the

under-performing VM in order to maintain the QoE.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The advancement in cloud computing technologies in the past decade has empowered

a wide range of cloud computing services. Amongst the various cloud computing ser-

vices, cloud infrastructure as a service (IaaS) is the fastest growing service. Gartner1

has reported that IaaS has grown more than 40% in revenue every year since 2011 and

they expect a growth of more than 25% every year through 2020. Realising the cus-

tomer demands, more IaaS providers have joined the cloud market with varying offers

and services. This has created a major challenge for customers or cloud users and that

is - which cloud provider (CP) to choose for running the cloud services or applications?

This is because different CPs provide similar services, e.g. similar virtual machine

(VM) configuration (number of CPU cores, memory size, disk space, etc.), under dif-

fering VM types (compute-optimised, I/O-optimised, memory-optimised, etc.), which

exhibit varying performance levels and results in considerable variations in the Qual-

ity of Experience (QoE). For example, the total number of VM types offered by the

two leading CPs Microsoft Azure and Amazon EC2 are 57 and 67, respectively [4].

1http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3354117
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In addition to these, there are many other CPs like Joyent Compute, Google Compute

Engine, Rackspace, Digital Ocean, IBM SoftLayer, etc., that offer varying ranges of

VM types. Also, CPs set diversified prices and provisioning policies of the instances

(from here on we will use the terms VM and instance interchangeably), e.g., differ-

ent CPs offer their services at different prices for different provisioning policies of the

instances, such as, on demand instances, spot instances, reserved instances, etc.

Definition 1: Quality of Experience (QoE) represents cloud user satisfaction with

the application performance. It is measured in terms of application domain specific

performance metrics such as application execution time, number of active connections,

etc.

In order to achieve the expected QoE and stable performance, naive cloud users

choose a VM type by looking into the advertised description of VM types. In this way,

most of the time, users select very large (in terms of available resources) and costly

VMs, simply to avoid resource scarcity while maintaining a minimum performance

level [5]. However, often they end up over-provisioning the applications, which may

result in waste of resources and budget. Similarly, users with budget constraints may

opt for either the cheapest VM or the largest VM available within their constraints,

without scrutinising all the available options which can give them reasonable perfor-

mance within their budget.

To select an optimal VM which can meet the users’ requirements within their bud-

get, without wasting computing resources, cloud researchers have proposed various

effective VM selection algorithms such as [6–8], which use extensive VM benchmark-

ing and modelling. However, these algorithms consider the pre-deployment phase of

the cloud applications’ lifetime and they do not consider how the applications are going

to react once they are deployed in the VMs. Specifically, they do not confirm whether

2



the performance will be maintained throughout the lifetime of the application and they

do not provide a solution to maintain the performance. This calls for a decision-making

on two things in the post-deployment phase: (i) whether to migrate an application from

the current VM type and/or CP, and (ii) where (which VM type and CP) to migrate the

application. Decision making on whether to migrate will require continuous applica-

tion performance monitoring. Decision making on where to migrate is similar to VM

selection methods in the pre-deployment phase, however, the algorithms need to con-

sider a new factor, which is the migration overhead in migrating the application from

the current VM type to the new VM type. Overall, there is a requirement for proposing

a complete framework that can provide both the post-deployment application perfor-

mance monitoring and decision making on migrating the application to an optimal VM

to maintain the performance. Application performance in this context refers to the ap-

plication domain specific performance measured in terms of applications’ execution

time, number of active connections, etc., which are not monitored or guaranteed by the

CPs. In the real-world, cloud applications show performance variability in the post-

deployment phase, which may result in QoE degradation. This can be considered as an

implicit QoS violation as the application performance is not explicitly guaranteed by

the CPs. For example, network bandwidth availability is not explicitly guaranteed in

most cloud instances and only a few CPs specify guarantees of bandwidth availability

for a particular group of VM types (e.g. Amazon EC2 EBS-optimised1 VMs provide

support for enhanced networking). If a cloud user fails to get the amount of network

throughput that is required by the deployed application, then no QoS violation is con-

sidered. This is because the user cannot claim a violation for getting low throughput

if the CP did not commit to it. However, this can be considered as an implicit QoS

1https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/EBSOptimized.html
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violation, which is specific to the deployed application. Such violation is referred to as

QoE degradation in this thesis.

Definition 2: Quality of Service (QoS) is the measurement of the overall perfor-

mance of a service. In cloud computing, QoS is defined in terms of allocating comput-

ing resources (CPU, memory, disk space, etc.) to the cloud application to guarantee

a service level with respect to performance, availability, and reliability. QoS only

ensures that the resources guaranteed in the Service Level Agreement (SLA) by the

CP are allocated to the application, it does not capture user satisfaction (in terms of

acquired application domain specific performance) with the service.

Cloud application performance degradation happens mainly due to: (a) resource

contention caused by co-located users and (b) increased application workload size.

Cause (a) is the result of multi-tenancy, which has been observed by various investiga-

tions [3, 9–12]. Cause (b) is general and it can be observed more often. In both cases,

CPs usually employ auto-scaling, which scales the number of VMs for the user in or-

der to reduce the workload on the deployed VM, or they simply migrate the VM from

one physical machine to another in order to avoid resource contention. However, both

these actions are performed with respect to CPs’ auto-scaling and migration policies,

which often do not align with cloud users performance requirements or QoE.

Definition 3: Multi-tenancy is the phenomenon by which CPs host multiple cloud

users on a single physical machine. In multi-tenancy, all the computing resources

(network and disk I/O) except for CPU cores are shared amongst several users.

IaaS CPs and third party companies like [13] [14] [15] provide cloud service mon-

itoring tools, which can monitor VM-specific resource utilisation metrics (CPU utili-

sation, memory usage, disk space usage, etc.) in the post-deployment phase. They do

not provide application domain specific monitoring and therefore, they cannot monitor

4



application QoE/performance. For IaaS CPs, this is obvious because they only provide

the computing infrastructure and they only care about the infrastructure related perfor-

mance. Moreover, they do not provide any decision support on what steps a cloud user

should follow if he/she realises that even their minimum performance requirements are

not met by the selected instances in the current CP. To meet the desired performance

requirements cloud users may need to migrate their applications to new instance type

with higher configuration from the same CP or with a similar configuration from a

different CP. Apart from performance, cost can also be an important factor for certain

budget-constrained users who may be interested to migrate to different instances if the

price for the current cloud service rises or other providers offer a better price.

The scope of this thesis encompasses the provision of application domain specific

performance metrics monitoring and decision-making on when and where to migrate

the application to maintain QoE. Specifically, the thesis proposes a user-centric cloud

application management framework, named MyMinder (Multi-objective dYnamic MI-

gratioN Decision makER), which addresses the following research questions:

1. How to monitor the application domain specific performance metrics in the ac-

quired VM?

2. How to detect the application’s performance/QoE degradation?

3. How to find whether there are alternative VM types available in the current CP

or other CPs, which can maintain the application’s QoE?

4. How to select a target VM type for application migration, which can maintain

QoE for the application in the future and impose reduced migration overhead

and deployment cost?

5



1.1 Objectives

1.1 Objectives

To answer the above research questions, this PhD thesis has the following objectives:

• Objective 1: To design the architecture of user-centric cloud application manage-

ment framework that can: (i) monitor application domain specific performance

metrics in the post-deployment phase, (ii) detect application performance/QoE

degradation, and (iii) make decisions on where to migrate the application.

• Objective 2: To propose an algorithm for detecting application performance/QoE

degradation.

• Objective 3: To propose an algorithm for selecting the target VM type for appli-

cation migration in the post-deployment phase.

• Objective 4: To build a prototype of the proposed user-centric cloud application

management framework (based on objectives 1-3).

1.2 Contributions

This thesis makes a number of contributions by achieving the objectives set out above.

The contributions can be broadly divided into four categories: preliminary investiga-

tion, MyMinder architecture design, QoE degradation detection, and post-deployment

VM selection for maintaining QoE.

1. Preliminary Investigation on Cloud Application Performance Variability

and Inter-cloud Migration

The thesis investigates the performance variability and inter-cloud migration of

cloud applications. Although performance variability on public cloud has been
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well studied, this investigation was carried out to gain experience in running

applications on public cloud VMs and monitoring their performance and vari-

ability. In the investigation, a Linear Regression (LR) application was executed

on public cloud VMs. Selection of LR application was simply to represent CPU-

bound cloud applications. Investigation results demonstrate that the LR appli-

cation exhibits performance variability over a period of two weeks while run-

ning on both Amazon EC2 and Microsoft Azure instances. This motivates the

need for application migration in the post-deployment phase. A proof of concept

for inter-cloud migration was designed by performing migration of a container-

based application from one VM to another VM in the cloud testbed using the

widely accepted Docker Swarm technology.

2. MyMinder Architecture Design

The thesis proposes the architecture of a user-centric decision making frame-

work called MyMinder. MyMinder can dynamically monitor and manage cloud

applications by making dynamic decisions on when and where to migrate user

applications. MyMinder includes the following modules: (i) monitoring mod-

ule - to monitor application domain specific performance metrics, (ii) detection

module - to detect application’s QoE/performance degradation, (iii) decision-

making module - to take decisions on where to migrate user application.

3. QoE Degradation Detection

The thesis proposes a detection algorithm for detecting QoE degradation of a me-

dia streaming application. This acts as a case study to demonstrate how a user

can write a detection algorithm specific to the deployed application, which the

MyMinder Detection Module can use to detect QoE degradation. Specifically,
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1.2 Contributions

the thesis proposes a novel detection algorithm, which can detect QoE degra-

dation by taking a media streaming application as a use case. The degradation

is detected in the form of insufficient data streamed to the clients. Specifically,

the algorithm raises a QoE degradation alarm when the cumulative value of the

measured streamed data is less than the expected streamed data. The measured

streamed data are the network throughput collected from the VM that is running

the streaming application, whereas the expected streamed data is calculated by

using a model that considers application-specific metrics (number and bit-rate of

the active connections of the streaming application). Evaluation of the perfor-

mance of the proposed algorithm was carried out by deploying a Darwin media

streaming service (representative of real-world media streaming applications),

and by designing a benchmark for generating realistic media streaming client re-

quests. Evaluation results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can reliably

detect QoS violation.

4. Post-deployment Decision-making for Maintaining QoE

The thesis proposes a VM selection method, which is deployed in the MyMinder

Decision-making Module to select a target VM type for migrating the applica-

tion in the case where there is a QoE degradation. The proposed method firstly

discovers all the VMs (monitored by MyMinder) running applications similar to

the application under scrutiny (AppX). This is to shortlist the VM types (made

available through MyMinder), which can serve as an alternative VM type for

AppX. The similarity is measured in terms of applications’ resource usage, and

correlation between workload and performance, and between workload and re-

source usage. Secondly, the method predicts whether the shortlisted VM types
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1.3 Thesis Organisation

can satisfy QoE for AppX in the future, this is performed by running a machine

learning (ML) based prediction algorithm. Thirdly, the method selects an opti-

mal target VM type for migrating AppX based on the predicted QoE, migration

overhead, and application deployment cost. The evaluation of the VM selection

method was carried out by using an example scenario where a cloud applica-

tion suffers from a QoE degradation and requires migration. The scenario was

investigated in a lab-based cloud testbed where data analytic and HPC applica-

tions were executed. The evaluation results demonstrate that the VM selection

method can choose an optimal VM type to migrate the application from the

under-performing VM in order to maintain the QoE.

1.3 Thesis Organisation

The remainder of the thesis is organised as follows:

• Chapter 2 discusses related literature in the area of user-centric cloud manage-

ment in both pre-deployment and post-deployment phases.

• Chapter 3 investigates the performance variability and inter-cloud migration of

cloud applications.

• Chapter 4 introduces MyMinder, which is the proposed user-centric cloud appli-

cation management framework.

• Chapter 5 presents the Detection Module of MyMinder, which incorporates a

novel algorithm for detecting implicit QoS violation of media streaming appli-

cations. The chapter also discusses the experimental results obtained from im-

plementing the algorithm in a lab-based Cloud data centre.
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1.3 Thesis Organisation

• Chapter 6 presents the Decision-making Module of MyMinder, which uses a VM

selection method to decide the target VM type for migrating the application in

the post-deployment phase when the application undergoes QoE degradation.

The chapter also demonstrates the proposed VM selection method using an ex-

ample scenario where a cloud application suffers from a QoE degradation and

requires migration.

• Chapter 7 concludes the thesis with a discussion on the advantages and limita-

tions of MyMinder, and possible future research directions.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

This chapter presents the literature related to user-centric cloud application manage-

ment. The chapter firstly introduces cloud computing and briefly discusses its his-

tory. Secondly, it articulates the challenges in managing cloud applications. Thirdly,

it presents available solutions to the challenges in cloud application management, and

highlights the scope of this thesis. Finally, the chapter presents the concluding remarks.

2.1 An Overview of Cloud Computing

This section gives an overview of cloud computing by narrating the history of cloud

computing, and discussing different providers and types of cloud services.

2.1.1 History of Cloud Computing

The idea of the cloud has existed for many years, and can be traced as far back as the

1950s 1. In 1950s, mainframe computers were prevailing, and they were huge and very

1https://cloudcomputing521.wordpress.com/2017/05/01/history-of-cloud-computing/
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expensive for organisations to buy and maintain for every single employee. As such,

a single mainframe computer was shared among multiple users through time-sharing

schedules. As the basic underlying premise of cloud computing is shared computa-

tional power, this shows the inception of cloud concept during the era of mainframe

computer. In 1961, Professor John McCarthy first suggested cloud-like computing at

MIT’s annual celebration [16]. Various existing computing paradigms like grid com-

puting, utility computing and autonomic computing laid the foundation for offering

computing resources as a service to users, and similar to these computing models

cloud computing also offers computing resources, namely CPU time, storage, band-

width, etc., as general utilities for lease in an on-demand manner to users. Thus, cloud

computing has been derived from well established technologies, and it provides fea-

tures for high scalibility, lower operational cost with almost zero upfront investment

and minimal maintenance expenditure.

2.1.2 Cloud Providers

Based on the deployment models cloud providers (CPs) are classified into two types,

namely, public and private. Public CPs offer their computing resources as a service

to the public and these can be used by anyone on a pay-as-you-use basis. Private CPs

provide their resources to a single organisation which resides inside the organisation

and are not exposed to the public. In a private cloud users have full control over the

acquired resources, whereas in public cloud users have limited visibility to the under-

lying physical resources. Some CPs also offer hybrid cloud which is a combination of

private and public cloud models [17]. In 2002, Amazon first launched its commercial
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public cloud and since then Amazon is top IaaS 1 provider in the list of public CPs.

Other big companies like Google, Microsoft, etc., are also striving hard to provide

different cost-efficient and reliable public cloud platforms to users to improve their

rankings.

2.1.3 Cloud Service Models

CPs usually offer three different models of cloud services which are Infrastructure as

a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS). Each

of these has its own benefits, as well as drawbacks, and it is important for the user to

understand the differences among these three models in order to choose one for their

organisation. A brief summary of each one is presented as follows.

IaaS is the bottom layer of a cloud model which delivers the underlying servers,

storage devices, and networking components needed to build up a more complex cloud

platform that is realised through the implementation of virtualization technologies [17].

IaaS offers heterogeneous specifications of VMs from which users can choose their

required configurations (e.g., memory, CPU, I/O, etc.) for running their applications.

It allows the users to have the highest degree of control over the underlying virtual

resources and also permits the user to build any environment and add their choice of

operating systems and any other software needed. The examples of IaaS are the cloud

infrastructures that Amazon Web Services (AWS) Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), the

Google Compute Engine, DigitalOcean, IBM SoftLayer, etc., provides. IaaS is most

advantageous for startups and small organisations who want to avert their expenses on

purchasing and maintaining hardware and software. Larger organisations usually opt

1https://www.zdnet.com/article/amazon-dominates-iaas-cloud-services-market-small-enterprises-
lose-out/
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for IaaS when they are experiencing accelerated growth and want to benefit from the

scalability and flexibility offered by IaaS.

PaaS delivers platform layer resources like operating systems and software devel-

opment frameworks on which users can build their analytic codes and implement their

own strategies [17]. The user needs to manage their application developments while

the CPs maintain the middleware, operating systems, servers, storage, and networking

components. The examples of PaaS are AWS Elastic Beanstalk, Google App Engine,

Microsoft Windows Azure, Force.com, OpenShift [18], etc. PaaS is beneficial or even

necessary to streamline workflows when many developers are simultaneously work-

ing on the same development project. PaaS is especially advantageous when the users

want to create customised applications and also want to simplify some complexities

that come up while rapidly developing or deploying their applications.

SaaS delivers ready-to-use applications over the internet that a third party CP main-

tains, updates and provides the infrastructure for [17]. The examples of SaaS are

Salesforce.com, Google GSuite, Dropbox, Adobe Creative Cloud, IBM Watson Ana-

lytics, etc. SaaS may be the most useful for small companies that does not have the

time and resources for handling the software and server issues which usually arises if

they need to launch ecommerce urgently.

Based on the level of service IaaS, PaaS, SaaS provide, they share different ratios

of responsibility between the cloud users and the CP (also referred to as vendors) as

shown in the Figure 2.1. Irrespective of CPs, users have to navigate through countless

service options and multiple ways to pay for them, which frequently results in deploy-

ments that escalate costs. Therefore choosing the right type of service and pricing

model is very important for the cloud users.
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Figure 2.1: Difference between IaaS, PaaS and SaaS
Cloud services [19]

2.2 Challenges in Cloud Application Deployment and

Management

This thesis focuses on IaaS, which is the fastest growing cloud service. This section

articulates the challenges in deploying and managing user applications in a cloud IaaS

platform as follows:

• Challenge-1: Selecting the correct VM type and CP for application deploy-

ment. The accelerated growth in cloud IaaS offerings has made it difficult for

the cloud users to choose the correct VM type and CP for deploying their ap-

plications. Although different CPs’ IaaS offerings are different from each other

with regard to their hardware heterogeneity and pricing policies, their VMs are

usually classified under similar type of categories such as general-purpose, high-

memory, and CPU-optimised, etc. Again in each of these categories there are

VMs of various specification/ configuration sizes, such as, small, medium, large,
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etc., which exhibit varying performance levels and results in considerable varia-

tions in the QoS. There is no standard platform for comparing the performance

of VMs within or across CPs. Moreover, the services are offered under various

pricing models, such as usage-based dynamic pricing, usage-based fixed pricing,

subscription-based pricing, auction-based pricing, reserved services contracts

with a combination of usage-based fixed pricing and up-front fees, etc. For ex-

ample, Amazon EC2 charges for VMs on an hourly basis, Microsoft Azure bills

on a per minute basis, while Google charges a minimum of 10 minutes per VM.

Selecting a wrong VM may lead to application performance as well as financial

loss. Hence, cloud users need to have some prior knowledge of the VMs or some

sort of expert’s advice in order to choose the right VM.

• Challenge-2: Ensuring application performance stability and Quality of Ex-

perience (QoE). Cloud users usually select a VM based on a CPs’ reputation

and the advertised VM’s configuration details. Such a selection strategy is not

optimal in most of the cases because it does not consider the unseen uncertain-

ties of cloud IaaS, which include: CPs’ use of different load balancing, VM

placement, and scheduling algorithms, multi-tenancy effects due to co-location

policies, etc. [20]. An application deployed through such strategy may show

performance variability in the post-deployment phase, i.e. once the applica-

tion is deployed in a VM. Multi-tenancy is considered as the major cause for

such performance variability. In multi-tenancy, most of the computing resources

(network and disk I/O) except for CPU cores are shared amongst several users’

VMs running in a physical server [21] [22] [23]. Performance variability may

lead to QoS violation, and it can be a serious problem for latency-sensitive and
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I/O-bound applications. Therefore, a user-centric cloud application management

framework needs to be designed that can monitor the deployed applications to

verify whether they are performing in a stable manner with minimum or accept-

able variations, without violating QoE.

• Challenge-3: Performing Application Migration. Cloud users may need to

migrate their applications from one VM type to another within the same CP or

from one CP to another CP in order to ensure application performance stability

and to maintain QoE. Migration of applications within the same CP is supported

by CPs, and researchers have proposed a number of strategies to perform such

migrations. However, migration across CPs is a difficult task, mainly due to in-

teroperability issues. Interoperability across CPs can be defined as the ability to

understand each other’s application formats, authentication formats, SLA tem-

plates and authorisation token, attribute data and others, so that different CPs can

collaborate or interoperate [24], [25]. Cloud interoperability is yet to be estab-

lished. A VM image of one CP cannot be simply deployed on another CP with-

out modification as there is no consistent set of hypervisor-level services across

different CPs. To obtain cloud interoperability, it is necessary to homogenise all

CPs by adopting standard APIs or by employing a common middleware.

2.3 Supporting Cloud Users in the Pre-deployment Phase

This section considers Challenge-1 (selecting the correct VM type and CP for appli-

cation deployment) and discusses state-of-the-art approaches to support cloud users in

the pre-deployment phase. This phase consists of the initial decision making before

an application is actually deployed in the cloud. The user needs to consider a num-
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ber of things while deciding where and how to deploy their application, which VM

type to select, and what pricing model would be cost-efficient. In this phase, the us-

age of the VM instance from the CP is not initiated, and hence, the users do not have

any experience of how the application is going to perform and whether their expected

QoE would be maintained. To select the best performing VM type, users usually per-

form workload modelling, performance modelling or take help from cloud brokerage

systems built by third party companies. Workload modelling identifies the usage pat-

tern of the applications based on which a real life usage scenario of the applications

can be predicted. Workload modelling considers different user/workload types and

characteristics. Performance modelling estimates how a VM system would respond

to the application once it is deployed, in terms of resource consumption, contention

of resources, bandwidth of communication, access latency, etc. Such modelling ap-

proaches save time and cost for the users by allowing them make a decision based on

running their applications on a limited number of VM types for a limited period of time

against running them on large scale of VM types for a longer period of time. To help

users with workload/performance modelling and overall decision-making in choosing

the correct VM type, cloud brokerage systems and various VM selection algorithms

have been proposed, which are discussed in this section.

2.3.1 Cloud Brokerage System

A cloud brokerage system (CBS) can assist cloud users in choosing the right VM type

and CP by taking customer requirements and constraints as input. A CBS acts as a

mediator between CPs (e.g., Amazon and Google) and cloud users, and it offers un-

biased consulting services facilitated by automated recommendations on which CP to
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use [26]. A CBS often adopts machine learning algorithms to enhance the decision

making capabilities and to provide application-specific decisions. Cloud brokerage so-

lutions are provided either as hosted or deployable services. The hosted services refer

to the commercial ones, which are not transparent to the users as they are hosted by a

third party who do not disclose information about application provisioning and other

management processes. On the other hand, the deployable services are usually open

source solutions. Such services firstly identify the real performance profiles of the

CP services, and then coordinate those profiles to cloud user requirements in order to

help cloud users in selecting the optimal VM. Although a fully functional deployable

cloud brokerage solution is still in its infancy, some initiatives have been taken in this

direction, which include: Apache Brooklyn1, Scalr 2, RightScale3, and Aelous4. A

cloud brokerage architecture is proposed by researchers in [27] which can help cloud

users to select suitable cloud services. Apart from RightScale and the cloud brokerage

architecture proposed in [27] none of the other solutions provides support for cloud

service selection, and most of them focus on providing solutions for interoperability

and abstraction to minimise the deployment complications of applications. However,

none of these solutions provide support in the post-deployment stage of the user ap-

plication. The work described in this thesis focuses on maintenance of QoE in the

post-deployment phase of a user application.

1https://brooklyn.apache.org/
2https://www.scalr.com/
3https://docs.rightscale.com/cm/designers guide/cm-cloud-computing-system-architecture-

diagrams.html
4http://www.ict aeolus.eu/
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2.3.2 User-centric Decision-making Approaches

To help cloud users in taking the right decision on selecting a VM type from a partic-

ular CP, researchers have proposed various user-centric decision-making approaches,

which can be deployed into a brokerage system.

Matrix [28] is a performance and resource management system which uses cluster-

ing models to predict the performance of an application on different VMs. By predict-

ing the performance and estimating the deployment cost, Matrix can recommend the

user an optimal VM for the application deployment.

Response surface [38] uses statistical and ML based methodology for selecting

suitable hardware and software resources for Map-Reduce based applications. Re-

sponse Surface explores the relationship between explanatory variables and the re-

sponse/output variables. A Response Surface is constructed by using a number of

exploratory variables which include hardware platform, network, and software config-

uration. The parameter values used for response surface are collected from simulation.

Although the simulation-based data can be easily collected in a controlled environ-

ment; it does not capture the actual behavior of an application in a cloud environment.

PARIS [29] uses Random Forest based technique to select a VM which can offer

the best application performance and is cost effective. The technique may need model

tweaking to include task-specific features. To provide accurate performance estima-

tion with minimal data collection, PARIS uses a novel hybrid offline and online data

collection and modeling framework.

(PuLSaR) [27] is a preference based cloud service recommender, which uses multi-

criteria decision-making approach to select a cloud service. PuLSaR does the evalua-

tion of the cloud services by comparing the qualitative and quantitative characteristics
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of the cloud offerings. Specifically, PuLSaR considers imprecise and precise metrics

in its approach, which are more meaningful for characterising and ranking the cloud

services.

Daleel [30] supports adaptive decision-making in the IaaS environments. They

consider two QoS attributes as criteria: instance price and application execution time.

They performed variability analysis on Amazon EC2 instances and used multivariate

polynomial regression in order to evaluate how Daleel can predict application execu-

tion time on EC2 instances.

All these research works can help cloud users in the pre-deployment phase in terms

of selecting the most suitable cloud service, VM type, or CP. However, decision-

making in the post-deployment phase has not received much attention.

2.4 Supporting Cloud Users in the Post-deployment Phase

This section discusses the state-of-the-art approaches to support cloud users in ensur-

ing cloud application performance stability and QoS (Challenge 2). There are two

key approaches to maintain application performance stability and QoS, which are as

follows:

• Auto-scaling. Auto-scaling facilities have been widely offered by CPs to sup-

port cloud users in managing their deployed applications. In auto-scaling, ap-

plications are either scaled horizontally (increase or decrease in the number of

VMs) or vertically (same number of VMs, but adding more resources to those

existing VMs in terms of CPU, memory, disk, etc.) based on some static (re-

active auto-scaling [31]) or dynamic (predictive or proactive auto-scaling [32])

threshold to some previously selected cluster of VMs. Auto-scaling can handle
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the dynamic behaviour of the user demand on cloud applications combined with

high QoS requirements. The varying application needs are achieved by defining

a set of rules to auto-scale the VMs, i.e., dynamically acquire and release VMs

with appropriate thresholds for some monitored resource metrics [33]. However,

auto-scaling selects VMs from previously chosen cluster of VMs, which may not

satisfy application requirements. Moreover, auto-scaling may not be a feasible

solution for certain types of applications as it is application agnostic.

In certain scenarios, where even minimal QoE/performance requirements are not

met by the selected VM, cloud users may wish to migrate their applications to a

new VM type from the same CP or to a VM with a similar configuration from a

new CP. This brings up further challenges in terms of selecting an ”optimal VM”

for application migration.

• Migration. Cloud users may witness certain situations after their applications

are deployed in the cloud; the applications may need migration between CPs or

within a single CP for several reasons. First, performance degradation, which

may require migration onto different resource types within the same CP or a

different provider. Second, economic decision factors in order to save money,

for example, migrating applications to another CP, which offers the same service

at a lower price. Third, many organisations enable workload portability across

clouds for disaster recovery purposes because if their primary CP experiences an

outage, they can failover to the second one.
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2.4.1 User-centric Monitoring Approaches

Public CPs like Amazon, Rackspace, Microsoft Azure, etc. and third party companies

provide infrastructure monitoring frameworks, which can help their users in moni-

toring and visualising key metrics and logs of their acquired VM resources. Ama-

zon offers CloudWatch which collects and monitors data at every layer of the perfor-

mance stack. Third party monitoring service, AzureWatch [34] can monitor key per-

formance metrics from the following Azure resources: instances, databases, database

federations, storage, websites and web applications [35]. Rackspace’s CloudKick [36]

can monitor both high and low level performance metrics and provide facility to de-

velop custom monitoring plugins. CloudStatus [37] is an independent cloud monitor-

ing service that can monitor user application performance of Amazon Web Services

and Google App Engine. Specifically, these frameworks monitor resource utilisation

metrics (e.g. CPU utilisation, data transfer, disk usage, etc.) from the VMs that are

assigned to the users. They also monitor the metrics and log files related to the de-

ployed applications for those applications that run on serverless computing services.

Using these frameworks cloud users may have detailed monitoring information about

their applications, but they have absolutely no idea about the resources on which their

applications are running. Moreover, the users have to fully confide on these monitoring

tools and thus get locked-in with the CP. The users who want to avoid vendor-lockin

issues, usually prefer to use provider-agnostic monitoring tools for monitoring their

application’s performance. In this thesis such CP-agnostic monitoring is used, which

allows users to have full control over their application data and the VM resources.

There are works like [15], [38] which aim to provide monitoring as a service

(MaaS) in order to support cloud users in performing CP-agnostic monitoring and
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achieving application performance requirements such as scalability, fault tolerance,

self-management, etc. Their goal is to provide a cloud management system which

brings simplicity for managing the deployed applications. The monitoring tool pro-

vided by Sensu [39] can perform threshold checks on the monitored data and pass

them to event handlers. Dhingra et al. [40] have proposed a distributed cloud monitor-

ing framework which can obtain metrics from both the host machines and the VMs.

The framework runs monitoring agents on both the hosts and the VMs to collect the

metrics. The metrics from the hosts and the VMs are correlated to provide a compre-

hensive monitoring data to the user. However, these monitoring frameworks do not

provide any support to detect QoE degradation.

2.4.2 User-centric Decision-making Approaches

Decision-making in the post-deployment phase is related to the pre-deployment decision-

making as both rely on multi-criteria decision-making techniques. In both phases,

decision-making approaches aim to choose a VM which can satisfy the user’s QoS

requirements; however, the difference being the level of knowledge the user acquires

about the performance of the application after the deployment, which is unexplored

prior to the deployment. This knowledge is a treasure for making decisions based on

realistic application performance on the VMs as opposed to relying on benchmarking

or modelling results, which are limited in terms of volume of the performance data

due to the underlying cost of benchmarking and modelling. In addition to the decision

on where (which VM type and CP) to migrate the application, decision-making in the

post-deployment phase needs to take the decision on whether to migrate an application

from the current VM type and/or CP. Moreover, there is further challenge in the post-
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deployment phase while making the decision on VM type/CP selection as there is a

new factor to be considered, which is migration overhead in migrating the application

from the current VM type to the new VM type. A few user-centric post-deployment

decision-making approaches have been proposed by researchers, which are now dis-

cussed.

Application performance degradation may happen due to interference caused by

contention of physical resources among co-located users and such interference is dy-

namic and unpredictable [41]. The work in [42] addresses time-varying interference

by dynamically shifting load away from affected VMs to other VMs which are already

running in that cluster. They do not de-allocate the affected VM rather they run that

VM with some minimal load in order to further estimate the level of interference. The

focus of their work was not only to mitigate performance degradation but also to deter-

mine cause, severity of the interference and the type of resources affected by this. This

approach of finding the co-located users’ interference is just an estimation because in

most cases the public CPs enable hyper-threading in the host to hinder detection of

CPU contention for using CPU stealing from inside the guest VM [43]. In this thesis,

we do not aim to analyse the cause of performance degradation because accurately

determining the interference is not feasible in public clouds. Rather we focus on how

to detect such performance degradation and what actions to be taken in the event of

performance degradation.

The works in [41, 44, 45] propose user-centric decision-making solutions for ap-

plication migration in the post-deployment phase. Rehman et al. [41] consider post-

deployment decision-making for migrating the application from the current VM to a

new VM if either the minimum QoS requirements of the user is not maintained or

the cost constraints could be achieved better in some other CP’s VMs. They do not
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consider application-specific QoE metrics, instead they consider only VM-level re-

sponse metrics (CPU, memory, and disk) to detect the QoS violations, which may not

be sufficient to determine if the application is performing as required. While making

migration decision, their main assumption is that the network throughput between the

source and the destination hosts remains constant during the migration process, which

is unlikely to be true in real scenarios. Also, they did not mention what type of applica-

tions can be supported by their framework. Li et al. [44] perform application migration

if a CP either offers a special discount or introduces a new instance type, and also if

the user needs to scale their virtual infrastructure capacity. They do not consider QoE

violation or performance degradation in their decision-making process. They have

evaluated their solution in a simulation environment by considering certain metrics for

migration overhead measurement, which may not be feasible to obtain in real world

public cloud scenarios. The users input consists of resource requirements and budget

constraints, and they have not mentioned the type of user applications that could be

supported by their proposed approach. The author in [45] proposes a cross cloud solu-

tion ‘MELODIC’ for optimising application deployment and reconfiguration in order

to achieve reliability and elasticity. Similar to [41], MELODIC does not consider any

application-specific metric while making the decisions. To demonstrate MELODIC a

simple secure storage application with two-levels of encryption is provided. Similar

to the above works, MyMinder also provides user-centric decision-making in the post-

deployment phase, and performs provider-agnostic monitoring and analysis. However,

none of these works consider application-specific QoE metrics and hence, they cannot

detect application-specific QoE violations, which is the essence of MyMinder.
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2.5 Technologies Supporting Migration

This section discusses the technologies that can support application migration (Challenge-

3) within the same CP or across CPs. As discussed in the previous section, migration

within the same CP or across CPs may be requested by the post-deployment decision-

making approaches in order to maintain application performance stability. Technolo-

gies supporting migration within the same CP are already established, however, tech-

nologies supporting inter-cloud migration are still in their infancy. The following sub-

sections discuss the virtualisation techniques, key technologies that have been studied

and investigated by researchers in live VM migartion (migration within the same CP)

and inter-cloud migration (migration across cloud providers).

2.5.1 Cloud Virtualisation

Virtualisation is the technology which is programmed to emulate the hardware of a

physical computer with a complete operating system (OS) in order to optimise server

capacity. A hypervisor makes this optimisation possible by partitioning the resources

of physical computer into one or more virtual machines (VMs) and it allows multiple

OSs to run concurrently on a single hardware platform. Hypervisors (also known as

Virtual Machine Monitors (VMMs)) are of two types: type-1 hypervisors which run

on bare metal and type-2 hypervisors which have an underlying OS. Typically, a VM

is capable of running any software that would run on the bare metal hardware while

providing isolation from the real hardware. There are three techniques for CPU virtu-

alisation [46], which are discussed below.

In full virtualisation, a guest OS can run unchanged under the VMM as if it was

running directly on the hardware platform. Full virtualisation does not require any
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hardware assist or OS assist to perform the virtualisation. Although full virtualisation

offers the best isolation and security, speed of execution is not very fast.

Para virtualisation requires modification of the OS kernel to replace non-virtualisable

instructions with hypercalls that communicate directly with the virtualisation layer hy-

pervisor. The hypervisor also provides hypercall interfaces for other critical kernel

operations such as memory management, interrupt handling and time keeping. Com-

pared to full virtualisation, it has lower virtualisation overhead and faster execution.

However, the main drawback of para virtualisation is its poor compatibility and porta-

bility as it cannot support unmodified OSs.

In hardware assisted virtualization:, a new CPU execution mode feature is in-

cluded that allows the VMM to run in a new root mode below physical hardware. It

has faster execution compared to full and para virtualisation.

2.5.2 Live VM Migration

Cloud virtualisation allows live migration of VMs across physical machines (PMs) in

the cloud data centre in order to dynamically adapt to workload variation and opti-

mise resource utilisation. Although live VM migration is a relatively costly opera-

tion, it eases maintenance by enabling load balancing, consolidation, fault tolerance,

etc. [47]. In live migration, several gigabytes of volatile state of the running VM may

need to be transferred from the source PM to the destination PM. The VM memory by

far takes the largest part of the volatile state along with the state of the virtual CPUs

(VCPUs) and devices [48]. The modified memory pages are often referred to as dirty

pages. Numerous live migration algorithms [47, 49–55] have been proposed; each of

them presents unique characteristics in respect of the different performance metrics
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such as the amount of data transferred, VM downtime, total migration time, perfor-

mance degradation, and source host CPU and memory utilisation during the migration

process. The live migration process is divided into four phases [48], namely: Profile,

Prepare, Stop, and Resume as depicted in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Different phases in live migration process
in Cloud [48]

In the Profile phase, the VM and the PM are profiled by the VM monitor (VMM)

and such profiling may cause slight performance degradation of the VM. In the second

phase, the VMM prepares the VM to a feasible mode that is acceptable for live mi-

gration; this also results in a small amount of performance reduction in the VM. Live

migration is initiated and the source PM starts sending segments of the volatile state

in iteration to the destination PM. In the third phase, the VM is stopped in the source

as well as destination PMs, thereby making the VM unavailable to users. Finally, in

the Resume phase the VM is reinstated in the destination PM and the missing chunks

of the volatile state are retrieved from the source PM. The VM may still undergo per-

formance degradation until this phase ends. Each of these phases may not be included

in all live migration algorithms and thus, the live migration algorithms can be cate-

gorised depending on the stage when the volatile state is copied to the destination PM.

The three most commonly adopted techniques used by the leading virtualisation en-
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vironments1 [56] are the pre-copy, stop-and-copy, and post-copy. Different migration

algorithms use either one of these techniques or a hybrid of them. The performance of

live migration largely depends on the type of migration algorithms being used.

In the pre-copy method most of the volatile states are transferred iteratively during

the prepare phase. Then VM is stopped when the number of these dirtied pages falls

below a certain threshold. The VM is restarted on the destination PM when all the

remaining dirty pages and vCPU (virtual CPU) plus device state are transferred. The

main drawback of this approach is that if the memory page dirtying rate is higher than

the available network bandwidth then the algorithm fails to converge. In most of the

virtualisation platforms pre-copy is the default algorithm for performing migration.

In contrast to pre-copy migration, the post-copy approach first transfers only the

VCPU registers and then immediately restarts the VM on the destination PM. The

newly dirtied memory pages are sent by a background process, and as a result page-

fault occurs in the VMM when an attempt is made to access the pages which are yet

copied. Post-copy usually has better performance because it transfers each memory

page only once which results in a downtime of short and constant duration.

Thus, the major factors that affect the total migration time and downtime are: (a)

page dirtying rate (which is the speed at which the memory pages are modified), and

(b) network bandwidth between the source and destination PMs. Page dirtying rate and

throughput have different affects on different migration techniques. The page dirtying

rate and the available throughput can be of different or the same order of magnitude.

For example, if the available throughput is higher than the page dirtying rate then the

pre-copy method completes the migration process much faster as there will be fewer

dirty pages to be copied in each iterations; thus it performs better than the post-copy

1https://xenproject.org/
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and the other hybrid techniques. Whereas, if the page dirtying rate is the same or

higher than the available throughput then post-copy will have the best performance as

the total migration time and amount of data transferred will be much less. In addition

to the migration algorithms, the applications running inside the VM also affect the

migration performance metric as the actual amount of data transferred is the cease

of different applications. Therefore, choosing the optimal live migration technique

which can satisfy the QoE and other operational constraints has been an open research

question so far.

2.5.3 Nested Virtualisation

There are complexities in migrating cloud applications from one CP to another CP due

to vendor lock-in issues (lack of interoperability). For users to avail of the benefits

of application migration independent of a CP’s permissions, recent studies proposed

different inter-cloud migration techniques which use a second layer of hardware virtu-

alisation called nested virtualisation [57], [58], [59].

In nested virtualisation there are basically two layers: (i) the first layer which is

controlled by public CPs is at the bottom and it supplies the first layer’s VMs, storage

and networking, and (ii) the second layer which is controlled by cloud users and is

on top of the first layer and leverages the first layer’s resources to provide a single

consistent virtual cloud interface and nested VMs. Nested VMs are usually migrated

by using an NFS-based solution or an iSCSI-based solution [60]. In some cases such

as that of [61], the focus is not on providing storage and network support for wide-

area network (WAN) application, but rather on providing an enclosed environment for

distributed application development and debugging. In an NFS-based and iSCSI-based
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solution the WAN VM migration experiences increased latencies, low bandwidth, and

high internet cost in accessing a shared disk image if the shared storage is located in

a different data centre or region. To address this issue, [60] proposed ”Supercloud”

using nested virtualisation with a geo-replicated image file storage that maintains the

trade-off between performance and cost. They designed an image storage that tries

to only propagate data which is frequently accessed and it proactively transmits data

before migration is triggered. However, ”Supercloud” has some performance overhead

due to the fact that nested virtualization imposes additional performance overhead, I/O

overhead and CPU scheduling delay. Cloud users need to decide whether they would

prefer to use ”Supercloud” with additional performance overhead to avoid vendor lock-

in problem or they want to stick to a single CP without any support for migrating to a

different CP.

2.5.4 Containers and Docker Swarm

Multibox containers [62] can be used in supporting inter-cloud migration. Contain-

ers are widely used as an alternative solution to more traditional VMs allowing the

deployment of virtualised resources with comparatively limited performance impact.

Unlike VMs which run a full OS on virtual hardware, containers provide OS level

virtualisation, where the associated deployments are much smaller in size because the

container-based applications share their underlying OS. Containers can easily pack-

age an application into a single file which makes the process of application delivery

and orchestration very flexible for the developer. Containers are suitable for environ-

ments where thousands of applications need to be deployed with isolation between

them. Containers can be scaled up very fast and easily, without the need for more
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server space. Typically a VM will host multiple applications whose mix may change

over time versus a container that will normally have a single application. However,

its possible to have a fixed set of applications in a single container. Several tools pro-

vide the abstraction and implement the container-oriented models, e.g., Docker, LinuX

Containers (LXC), CRIU, systemd-nspawn, rkt, runC, OpenVZ, and many others.

Container migration techniques are adopted from state-of-the-art cloud VM migra-

tion techniques as the underlying set of algorithms, such as pre-copy, post-copy, hybrid

are the same. The main differentiating factor between VM migration and container

migration is that the latter can be either stateless or stateful migration. In stateless

container migration, the container cannot preserve the process state once it is shifted

from the source host to the destination host, and the container needs to be restarted

from scratch as the whole state is lost. On the other hand, stateful migration transfers

the entire state, that is, both the volatile and persistent state, from the source host to the

destination host. Stateful migration is further classified in two different types, namely,

cold migration and live migration. The latter uses the three basic algorithms of live VM

migration, while the former mainly uses checkpoint/restore in userspace (CRIU) [63]

mechanism.

Docker [64] is an industry-popular and mature initiative to build independent con-

tainerised applications by extending LXC (LinuX Container) [65] with a high-level

tool, along with an easy to use interface and deployment process. Docker uses an extra

feature along with the Linux kernel features (namespace and Cgroups). This additional

feature includes a layered file system, Advanced Multi-layered Unification Filesystem

(AUFS), which provides a union mount for different layers of the file system, and also

it entirely manages the containers. Through this feature docker is enabled to build

multiple containers from a single base image, which in turn minimises memory and
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storage requirements. New characteristics can be conveniently added to the base image

and then can be stored as new containers. Docker allows tracking successive versions

of a container, inspecting the difference between versions, committing new versions,

roll-back1, etc. Thus, a Docker container wraps an application with all its dependen-

cies in order to make it portable and to allow it to be executed on any Linux server

(bare metal or public/private cloud). The performance of Docker containers running

different microservices has been evaluated, and shows significant reduction in perfor-

mance overheads compared to application performance in nested virtualisation. Cloud

applications that are deployed as microservices in Docker containers include HPC ap-

plications [66, 67], big data applications [68], and other CPU and disk I/O intensive

applications [69].

Docker offers an elastic container platform called Docker Swarm which integrates

container hosts (also referred to as Docker nodes or Docker Engines) into one single

and higher level cluster. The Docker SwarmKit performs the Docker Engine’s clus-

ter management and builds the orchestration features for the cloud user applications.

These features include deployment, scale up/down, termination, and migration/transfer

across Docker nodes. The author in [70] proposed a control loop which is able to

scale and transfer elastic container platforms (i.e. Docker Swarm and Kubernates etc.)

across different public and private cloud-service providers. In an extensive discussion

the author in [70] points out the four main benefits of using the elastic container plat-

forms (like Docker Swarm, Google’s Kubernetes, etc.), which are summarised below:

1. One logical cluster can be formed by integrating single container nodes (hosts),

where the hosts are within a single CP in order to help in complexity manage-

ment of the deployed application.
1https://www.upguard.com/articles/docker-vs-lxc
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2. This logical cluster can be extended across different CPs.

3. Different CP container nodes can be accessed as one single cluster which will

solve the vendor lock-in problem.

4. These elastic container platforms have self-healing capabilities as they are de-

signed with failover mechanisms. Their auto-restart, auto-replication, and auto

scaling features help in the event of node failure or any process failure.

Considering the benefits of lightweight virtualization and evaluating the complex-

ities/performance overhead of the existing inter-cloud migration techniques like nested

virtualisation [58], the proposed MyMinder prototype may be integrated with the widely

accepted Docker Swarm container technology [71] in order to perform the multi-cloud

deployment of user applications.

2.6 Summary

This chapter sets the background and motivation of the thesis by discussing cloud

computing services and challenges in running cloud IaaS. The chapter discusses the

state-of-the-art approaches to address the challenges in both pre-deployment and post-

deployment phases of the cloud application. Specifically, the chapter presents the lit-

erature and the technologies that can help cloud IaaS users in achieving stable perfor-

mance and QoS for their applications. Furthermore, in the context of post-deployment

user-centric decision-making, the chapter presents the scope of the thesis. The chapter

highlights the following key points:

• Due to the availability of a large range of VM types offering similar VM specifi-

cations from different CPs, it is difficult for cloud users to choose the right VM
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type for their applications. Selecting a wrong VM may lead to application per-

formance as well as financial loss. To support cloud users in the pre-deployment

phase, specifically in selecting the right VM, researchers have proposed cloud

brokerage systems and various decision-making approaches.

• Cloud applications may exhibit performance degradation and/or QoS violation

in the post-deployment phase. To deal with this, auto-scaling and application

migration have been widely adopted by CPs and cloud computing researchers.

However, these supports are not sufficient as they do not capture QoE of the

users, which is reflected in the application-domain specific metrics. Hence, they

cannot provide QoE based decision-making on when and where to migrate the

application. To further address this, researchers have introduced user-centric

cloud application management frameworks, which can monitor the deployed ap-

plications to verify whether they are performing in a stable manner with mini-

mum or acceptable variations, without violating QoE.

• Decision-making in the pre and post deployment phases are similar as in both

phases, decision-making approaches try to choose a VM which can satisfy the

user’s QoS requirements. However, decision-making in the post-deployment

phase needs to consider a new factor, which is migration overhead in migrating

the application from the current VM type to the new VM type within the same

CP or across CPs. Moreover, in addition to the decision on where to migrate

the application, decision-making in the post-deployment phase needs to take the

decision on whether to migrate an application from the current VM type and/or

CP.

• To ensure application performance stability and to maintain QoS, cloud users
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may need to migrate their applications from one CP to another CP. Such mi-

gration is known as inter-cloud migration, which requires cloud interoperability.

To address interoperability issues amongst CPs and to perform inter-cloud mi-

gration, a number of technologies have emerged, such as nested virtualisation,

containers, Docker swarm, etc.
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Chapter 3

Preliminary Investigation

This chapter presents the preliminary investigation results that help ground the motiva-

tion for carrying out this research. The chapter first investigates whether cloud appli-

cations exhibit performance variability in the public clouds, for which they may need

to be migrated to a different VM type or CP. The investigation has been performed by

running a linear regression (LR) application on Amazon EC2 and Microsoft Azure in-

stances for a period of two weeks. Investigation results demonstrate that performance

variability exists for cloud applications running on public clouds. Then, the chapter

presents the proof of concept for inter-cloud migration by performing migration of a

container-based application from one VM to another VM using the widely accepted

Docker Swarm [71] technology. This works as a feasibility test for the concept of

migrating applications across CPs.
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3.1 Introduction

Cloud providers allow customers to ask for VMs on demand. The VMs are categorised

into different types (compute-optimised, I/O-optimised, memory-optimised, etc.) and

in each type there are a number of VMs which can vary in size: small, medium,

large, etc., typically reflecting the available computing power, memory, and storage.

It is expected that VMs with different configurations (e.g., m1.small versus m3.large

in EC2) will exhibit different performance. However, a number of existing research

works [72–74] have established that even the VMs with exactly the same configuration

can exhibit varying performance. This makes it challenging for cloud users to choose

a VM for application deployment. Researchers have further investigated cloud appli-

cation performance in the post-deployment phase, and found that cloud applications

show performance variability during their lifetime. Specifically, I/O-bound applica-

tions (e.g. disk I/O and network throughput intensive applications) show varying per-

formance over a short period of time (minutes or even seconds) [75, 76]. CPU-bound

applications exhibit significant variability in performance while running on bursting

type instances, e.g. GCE’s f1-micro and EC2’s t1.micro, mainly due to noisy neigh-

bours (caused by multi-tenancy) [77]. Researchers in [78] have further investigated the

performance of CPU-bound applications and found performance variability of such ap-

plications even on non-bursting type instances. Such variability may result in customer

dissatisfaction, and hence, QoE degradation.

The thesis investigates the performance variability by running a linear regression

(LR) application on Amazon EC2 and Microsoft Azure instances for a period of two

weeks. The experiments for this investigation were performed to validate the find-

ings from the above mentioned research and to gain experience in running applications
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on public cloud VMs and monitoring their performance and variability. The LR ap-

plication is self-written in Scala and it is used simply to represent CPU-bound cloud

applications. This chapter presents the investigation results, which demonstrate that

performance variability exists for cloud applications running on public clouds.

In scenarios where QoE is degraded a user may require to migrate the application

from the current VM type to a different VM type offered by the same CP or by a dif-

ferent CP, in order to maintain QoE. Although cloud application migration within the

same CP has been widely used, the technology that is required to migrate applications

across CPs is not mature and the research in this direction is yet to be established. In

order to validate the concept of migrating applications across CPs, this chapter presents

the proof of concept for CP-agnostic application migration by performing migration of

a container-based application from one VM to another VM using the widely accepted

Docker Swarm technology.

3.2 Cloud Application Performance Variability in Pub-

lic Clouds

This section presents experimental results demonstrating performance variability of

cloud applications when running across CPs and even when running in the same in-

stance of the same CP. It is important to note that the experimental results presented

in this section are not intended to compare cloud application performance across CPs.

However, as the instances chosen from the different CPs have same specifications,

application performance may be expected to be same.
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3.2.1 Experimental Set-up

For the experiments, two public CPs were chosen: Amazon Elastic Cloud Compute

(EC2) and Microsoft Azure. Specifically, from Amazon, the t2.micro instance with

1GB memory and 1 CPU core was chosen. Whereas, from Azure, Dsv2 (which is

a small instance) with 3GB memory and 1 CPU core was chosen. Although both

t2.micro and Dsv2 are bursting type instances, which share their CPU with other ten-

ants (based on a credit system) and are expected to exhibit performance variability, they

were chosen due to the fact that they are free instances and do not cost anything to per-

form the experiments. Importantly, according to the research in [78] even non-bursting

type instances show performance variability, so choosing a non-bursting type instance

to test for performance variability is not important. In both the CPs, an Apache Spark1

based linear regression (LR) application was executed. The application performs linear

regression between two randomly generated variables with 1 million rows of data each

containing two floating variables. The application was executed continuously using a

loop, i.e. once it is stopped the loop starts it again. The LR application was chosen as

a representative of CPU-bound cloud applications and the number of rows of data cho-

sen for the analysis was to have sufficiently long execution time so that performance

variability is evident.

3.2.2 Experimental Results and Discussion

The experimental results from both the CPs are evaluated in order to understand how

the LR application performance varies per day and per week. Performance metrics,

specifically application execution time were collected by running the application mul-

1https://spark.apache.org
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tiple times in a time period of two weeks (7 October to 20 October, 2016) in both the

CPs. Figure 3.1 presents the box-plots of LR application execution time for each day

during the experimental period of two weeks in both Amazon and Azure. The box-

plots show variability in performance (execution time) in both Amazon and Azure.

In Amazon (Figure 3.1:a and b), there is significant variability in week 1 with a

relative standard deviation of 81%. In week 2, although the performance does not im-

prove, there is less variability with a relative standard deviation of 10%. It is important

to note that, when the application is executed continuously for a number of times using

the loop, the performance starts degrading and shows significant variation compared to

the performance at the initial execution. As discussed above such variability is primar-

ily because of the instance type t2.micro, which is a bursting type instance. However,

when the application is stopped and the instance is restarted after a small time-gap, the

application starts performing like its initial execution.
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Figure 3.1: Performance variability test results of public CPs: (a) Amazon week 1
performance, (b) Amazon Week 2 performance, (c) Azure week 1 performance, (d)
Azure Week 2 performance

In Azure (Figure 3.1: c and d), while there is some variation in both weeks, the dif-

ference in performance variation from week 1 to week 2 is less as compared to Ama-

zon. In week 1, the relative standard deviation is 25%, whereas in week 2, although

the performance does not improve, there is less variability with a relative standard de-

viation of 18%. Hence, it is observed that cloud application performance varies across

CPs and even within the same instance type of the same CP. Such variability may also

be observed on a bare metal cluster if the cluster runs applications from multiple users,

but in that case users may expect such variability as the resources are shared amongst

multiple users. In the case of public cloud, users have no knowledge of who they share
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the physical machine with and because of the guaranteed resources and sophisticated

auto-scaling provided by the CPs, users may expect stable performance. However, in

reality that is not the case and this has been observed from these experiments. This ob-

servation motivates the need for a means to dynamically manage cloud applications in

maintaining a stable performance and hence, a stable QoE throughout their lifetime.

3.3 Inter-cloud Migration: Proof of Concept

This section presents the proof of concept for inter-cloud migration, which the user

may require to maintain QoE. Specifically, the section presents the algorithm that is

proposed to perform the migration of a cloud application across CPs and to evaluate

the migration overhead, which will be required in making a decision for migration.

3.3.1 Automated Triggering Algorithm (ATA)

To examine the feasibility of application migration across CPs and to explain how

migration overhead can be evaluated, this work assumes that user applications are

deployed through Docker containers in the VMs and they are managed by Docker

Swarm cluster. To perform the migration and to evaluate the migration overhead, an

Automated Triggering Algorithm (ATA) (Algorithm 1) has been proposed. Figure 3.2

presents an overview of the ATA. The ATA first takes the decision generated by a

‘decision-making algorithm’ (discussed later in Chapter 6) as its input for transfer-

ring/migrating the application to the target VM of the same CP or different CP. Then,

the ATA performs the migration task using Docker Swarm cluster management and

orchestration features (e.g. auto-placement, auto-restart, auto-replication and auto-

scaling) technology [71]. For example, if the ‘decision-making algorithm’ takes a
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Input
Decision	provided	by	MyMinder	decision	
making	module:	information	of	VM	which	

needs	to	be	allocated	to	Docker	Swarm	cluster	
to	migrate	the	application	

Automated	Triggerring	Algorithm	(ATA)
Performs	VM	allocation/de-allocation	to/from	Docker	Swarm	
Cluster	in	order	to	facilitate	application	transfer	from	one	VM	to	

another	VM	within	the	same	CP	or	across	CPs
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Migration	Overhead	in	terms	of	total	time	

taken	to	allocate	and	de-allocate	VMs	to/from	
Swarm	cluster,	and	to	perform	the	transfer	of	
the	application	from	one	VM	to	another	VM

Figure 3.2: Overview of Migration Process

decision to migrate the application from CP1 to CP2, the ATA firstly adds the selected

VMs of CP2 to the Swarm cluster and secondly, the ATA de-allocates the VMs of CP1.

The Swarm cluster immediately identifies this de-allocation of VMs as node failures

and then using its self-healing mechanism it auto-restarts the lost application containers

in CP2. Although this action is just a rescheduling mechanism of the Docker Swarm

platform due to the node failures, this appears to be a migration from CP1 to CP2

at real-time from a cloud user perspective. Once the task of migration is completed,

the algorithm calculates the migration overhead, which can be stored as historical data

for later use by the ‘decision-making algorithm’ for the estimation of the migration

overhead of an application.

Figure 3.3 shows the migration scenario within a single CP, whereas Figure 3.4
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depicts the inter-cloud migration scenario. In the case of inter-cloud, adding VMs

to a Swarm cluster from multiple CPs is challenging due to the different approaches

followed by different CPs in providing access to their virtual resources. The ATA

merges the approaches followed by different CPs and allocates/de-allocates VMs to

Swarm cluster. To connect the Swarm cluster with a specific public CP it is required

to have a configuration file. This file stores details used to communicate with the

CPs, such as authentication credentials, driver-specific configuration, etc. As a proof

of concept, in this work, the ATA is applied to migrate a container-based application

from one VM to another VM within the same CP (represented by a private OpenStack

cloud) as depicted in figure 3.3. Therefore, discussions on authentication credentials

and driver-specific configurations are not included here. Readers interested in details of

multi-cloud deployment can refer to [70]. Specifically, the ATA performs the migration

in four stages, which are as follows:
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Figure 3.3: Migration scenario 1 (migration within a single cloud provider (CP1)): (a)
start new VMs, (b) allocate new VMs to Swarm Cluster, (c) de-allocate old VMs from
Swarm cluster, (d) terminate the old VMs
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Figure 3.4: Migration scenario 2 (migration across cloud providers (CP1 to CP2)):
(a) start new VMs in CP2, (b) allocate new VMs to Swarm Cluster, (c) de-allocate
old VMs from Swarm cluster, (d) terminate the old VMs from existing cloud provider
(CP1)
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Algorithm 1 Automated Triggering Algorithm
INPUT: V Mnew - list of N new VMs (name and flavour of the VMs) to be allocated to Swarm cluster; V Mold - list of N old VMs (name and flavour of the VMs) to be

de-allocated from Swarm cluster; CPsel - selected CP where the new VMs need to be allocated; Cred - credential file that includes the authentication credentials for

the new VMs; Driver - IaaS driver for the selected CP

OUTPUT: Moverhead - total application migration overhead

Note: token = Swarm cluster joining token, one for master node and one for worker node

1: for each V Mnewi where i=1,...,N do

2: ssh to V Mnewi

3: start VM(V Mnewi , Cred, Driver) in the CPsel

4: end for

5: allocation start time = current time()

6: for each V Mnewi where i=1,...,N do

7: if (V Mnewi is INITIAL VM) then

8: install docker engine()

9: token[master/worker] = swarm init()

10: else

11: allocate VM(token[master/worker])

12: end if

13: end for

14: allocation end time = current time()

15: allocation time = allocation end time - allocation start time

16: de-allocation start time = current time()

17: for each V Mold i where i=1,...,N do

18: de-allocate VM(SwarmLeave[master/worker])

19: end for

20: de-allocation end time = current time()

21: de-allocation time = de-allocation end time - de-allocation start time

22: transfer start time = current time()

23: transfer application (from V Mold to V Mnew)

24: transfer end time = current time()

25: transfer time = transfer end time - transfer start time

26: for each V Mold i where i=1,...,N do

27: terminate VM(V Mold i , Cred, Driver) in the CPexisting

28: end for

29: Moverhead = allocation time + de-allocation time + transfer time

30: return Moverhead

1. Resource (VM) Provisioning: The ATA runs a configuration file for provision-

ing new VMs (VMs are decided by the ‘decision-making algorithm’ either from

the same CP (as shown in figure 3.3(a)) or from a different CP (as shown in fig-

ure 3.4(a)). This configuration file includes the detailed information about the

VMs (e.g. flavour, name, etc.) along with the authentication credentials and IaaS

drivers. In this stage all the requested VMs are started (pseudocode lines 1-4)
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by running SSH-based scripts. ATA starts the second stage only when all the

requested VMs are running successfully and all the security groups are ready.

2. VM Allocation to Swarm Cluster: The ATA installs Docker Engine in the

new VMs (pseudocode line 8) and allocates these VMs to the Swarm cluster (as

shown in Figures 3.3(b) and 3.4(b)) (pseudocode line 11). During the allocation

process their roles (master/worker) are defined by calling the CP specific plat-

form driver [79]. In the Docker Swarm platform, nodes act as either masters or

workers. The masters perform all scheduling tasks (auto-restart, auto-scale, etc.)

and the workers run the application containers. Therefore, the VMs which are

master nodes are added first and then the worker nodes.

3. VM De-allocation from Swarm Cluster: Once the new VMs are allocated

to the Swarm cluster, the current Swarm nodes (old VMs) are de-allocated (as

shown in Figures 3.3(c) and 3.4(c)) (pseudocode lines 17-19) from Swarm clus-

ter. The Swarm scheduler recognises this de-allocation as node failure and uses

its auto-rescheduling feature to automatically transfer all the application contain-

ers to the newly added Swarm nodes (new VMs) (pseudocode line 23).

4. Resource (VM) Termination: After the containers are auto-restarted in the new

Swarm nodes, the ATA terminates the old VMs (as shown in Figures 3.3(d)

and 3.4(d)) (pseudocode lines 26-28). Finally, the total application migration

overhead is calculated by adding the time required for VM allocation, VM de-

allocation, and application transfer (pseudocode line 29).
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3.3.2 Evaluation of Migration Overhead

To evaluate the migration overhead, an experiment involving migration of a container-

based application from one VM to another VM was carried out. The application is

a simple voting application [80] from Docker [81], which represents real world mi-

croservice cloud applications. The application is composed of: (i) Python web app

(vote-app) which allows users to vote between two options (cats or dogs), (ii) Redis

queue which collects new votes, (iii) .NET worker which consumes votes and stores

them in a database, (iv) Postgres database backed by a Docker volume (volume is cre-

ated in the Swarm manager node), and (v) Node.js webapp (results-app) which shows

the results of the voting. These services were deployed in a Swarm cluster, which was

set up with four VMs (Swarm nodes) in a lab-based OpenStack cloud test-bed. One of

these VMs acts as the Swarm master node and the rest of the three VMs act as Swarm

worker nodes. All four VMs are ‘medium’ flavour instances from OpenStack. To

trigger the migration, the ATA adds three new ‘large’ flavour VMs (as Swarm worker

nodes) to the Swarm cluster and removes the three ‘medium’ flavour VMs (Swarm

worker nodes) one by one. Once the ‘medium’ flavour VMs are de-allocated from the

Swarm cluster, the application containers running on those VMs are rescheduled to the

new VMs (the ‘large’ flavour VMs) as a result of Docker Swarm’s auto-rescheduling

feature. Thus, migration of the application containers take place.

3.3.2.1 Test-bed Set-up

The lab-based OpenStack cloud test-bed consists of four compute nodes. All the com-

pute nodes are Dell PowerEdge R420 servers which run CentOS 6.6 and have 6 cores,

2-way hyper-threaded, clocked at 2.20 GHz with 12GB DRAM clocked at 1600 MHz.
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The nodes include two 7.2K RPM hard drives with 1TB of SATA in RAID 0 and a

single 1GBE port. KVM is the default hypervisor of the compute nodes.
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Figure 3.5: Total application migration time as summation of VM allocation, de-
allocation, and transfer time

3.3.2.2 Experimental Results and Discussion

The migration overhead is evaluated by measuring the allocation and de-allocation

time of the Swarm nodes in the Swarm cluster and the application transfer time taken

by the Docker Swarm node manager (scheduler). Figure 3.5 presents the time taken

to allocate new VMs to the existing Swarm cluster, the time taken to de-allocate the

existing VMs from the Swarm cluster, and the application transfer time from one VM

to another VM which is performed by the Docker Swarm. Averaged values of the

observed measurements are presented in the figure, where the allocation, de-allocation,

and transfer were performed 20 times each. Both the allocation and de-allocation time

were almost the same on each observation, but the transfer time showed some variation

of 1-10 seconds across all observations.

As shown in Figure 3.5 the time taken to allocate one Swarm worker node is less
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than 1 second and to allocate all the three worker nodes together is between 1 to 3 sec-

onds. The de-allocation time is between 1 to 2 seconds to remove 1 worker node and

between 3 to 6 seconds to remove all three worker nodes one by one. De-allocation

takes longer than allocation because the nodes are removed sequentially to avoid over

stressing the Swarm master in rescheduling the application containers, whereas alloca-

tion is done in parallel as the Swarm master does not assign any existing container on

the newly allocated nodes until any new application is deployed or any existing node is

failed [70]. The application reschedule/transfer time is around 20 seconds for a single

node and it is around 50 seconds for the three nodes, which is shown in the Figure 3.5.

By adding the time for allocation, de-allocation, and application reschedule/transfer,

the overall migration time is calculated, which is around 23 seconds if the migration

requires a single node allocation/de-allocation and around 59 seconds if the migration

requires multi-node allocation/de-allocation.

3.4 Summary

This chapter presents the performance (execution time) results of a LR application run-

ning on Amazon EC2 and Microsoft Azure instances over a period of two weeks. The

results suggest that cloud application performance varies across CPs and even within

the same instance type of the same CP. Such variation may lead to QoE degradation,

for which cloud users may need to migrate the application from the current VM type

to a different VM type offered by the same CP or by a different CP. To demonstrate

how a cloud application can be migrated across CPs, this work performs migration of

a container-based application from one VM to another VM using the widely accepted

Docker Swarm technology. The chapter presents an algorithm (ATA) and the proof of
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concept for the Swarm based application migration. Also, the chapter presents how the

ATA can evaluate the migration overhead, which will be required in making a decision

for migration. The findings from this chapter motivate the need for a dynamic cloud

application management framework, which can monitor application performance in

the post-deployment phase in order to track if there is any QoE degradation, for which

the user may need to migrate the application within the same CP or across CPs.
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Chapter 4

Introduction to MyMinder

This chapter introduces the proposed user-centric cloud application management frame-

work, MyMinder (Multi-objective dYnamic MIgratioN Decision makER). MyMinder

enables users to maintain QoE of their applications by informing them if the QoE is

compromised, and helping them in decision-making on: (a) whether to migrate the

application to a different cloud provider (CP) or different virtual machine (VM) type,

and (b) which CP or VM type to choose for migrating the application. Specifically,

MyMinder can be used by cloud application owners who run their own applications in

the cloud, e.g. media streaming service providers who run their streaming services in

the cloud or cloud application users (e.g. linear regression application user) who run

their applications in the cloud. MyMinder is not built for cloud providers (e.g. AWS,

Microsoft Azure, etc.) or cloud application consumers (e.g. media streaming service

consumers).

MyMinder offers a catalogue of metrics based on performance, cost and type of re-

sources, from which MyMinder users can choose their requirement metrics depending

on their application. While choosing these metrics users can set certain ranges for the
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desired minimum and maximum application performance and cost values, which de-

fine acceptable variability from the preferred QoE and users’ budget. Users also need

to provide APIs through which MyMinder can monitor application specific metrics,

e.g. execution time, number of streaming requests per second, etc. MyMinder takes

the user requirements and provides the following services in the post-deployment phase

in order to deliver dynamic decision making support to cloud users.

1. Monitoring of application domain specific performance metrics in the acquired

VM.

2. Detection of the application’s performance/QoE degradation due to workload

changes or resource contention caused by co-located VMs.

3. Exploration of alternative VMs in the current CP or other CPs, which can satisfy

user’s performance requirements (in case the deployed application is experienc-

ing unacceptable performance degradation in the current VM).

4. Selection of a target VM amongst the available VMs by predicting whether the

VM can maintain the application’s performance requirements in the future.

4.1 MyMinder Architecture

This section introduces the architecture of MyMinder [1] and discusses its modules.

Figure 4.1 depicts the MyMinder architecture, which includes modules for: monitor-

ing, detection, and decision making. The following subsections describe each of these

modules and the user inputs as requirements for MyMinder.
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Figure 4.1: MyMinder Architecture
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Table 4.1: Application-level Metrics

Metric Metric details
Execution time Application execution time of batch

application
Active connections Number of active connections of media

streaming application
Bit rate Bit rate of the active connections of

media streaming application

Table 4.2: VM-level Metrics

Metric Metric details
CPU utilisation CPU utilisation of the VM; measured in percentage
Memory usage Memory usage of the VM; measured in MB

Disk IOPS Disk reads and writes per second in the VM
Network throughput Network throughput collected from the VM

4.1.1 Monitoring Module

The monitoring module collects the application domain specific metrics (application-

level metrics such as execution time, active connections, etc.) as shown in Table 4.1;

these metrics can be considered as QoE metrics. The module deploys a Local Mon-

itoring Agent on each of the VMs to collect these metrics. In addition to collecting

these metrics, the Local Monitoring Agent collects VM-level metrics such as CPU

utilisation, memory usage, etc. as shown in Table 4.2, which can be considered as

the QoS metrics. The Local Monitoring Agent deploys bash and python scripts to

collect the metrics. It is assumed that the MyMinder users will provide the API to

capture the application specific metrics. In this work, the application specific metrics

are generated by modifying the application code for the demonstration purpose. The

VM-level metrics are generated by running Linux based monitoring tools like dstat1 in

the VM. The application domain specific metrics are collected either when the appli-

1http://dag.wiee.rs/home-made/dstat/
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cation completes its execution (in the case of batch applications) or periodically at five

second intervals (in the case of streaming applications). The VM-level metrics are also

collected at five second intervals. The time interval of metrics collection is application-

specific and in this work, it has been decided empirically taking into consideration the

overhead of data collection due to fine grained monitoring as well as missing the in-

stantaneous behaviour of the application due to coarse grained monitoring. It is to be

noted that through MyMinder cloud users can deploy any type of applications, beyond

batch and streaming type applications, which may require monitoring of different ap-

plication specific metrics. However, in this work, only the metrics listed in Table 4.1

are considered for case study. MyMinder will decide on what application specific met-

rics to monitor based on the application type (e.g. batch, streaming, etc.) provided by

the users (Subsection 4.2 provides more details on this). The module also deploys a

Global Monitoring Component which collects the metrics from the Local Monitoring

Agents deployed in the VMs across the monitored CPs. The Global Monitoring Com-

ponent stores the metrics in a Performance Metrics Repository. The module maintains

two more repositories: User Input Repository and CP Information Repository. User

Input Repository stores all the user inputs including performance requirements (Sub-

section 4.2 provides more details on this) and application specific information such as

workload type and size, etc. CP Information Repository stores information regarding

the list of available VMs from the monitored CPs, their deployment costs, and migra-

tion overheads. The User Input Repository is populated by the users at the time of

their application deployment. The Performance Metrics Repository is populated by

the Global Monitoring Component once a user deploys the application. To load the CP

Information Repository with the list of VM information from different CPs, MyMin-

der would run the CP Profiling Component as an initialisation step for MyMinder; the
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mechanism behind this component is beyond the scope of this work.

4.1.2 Detection Module

The detection module is responsible for detecting QoE degradation. The module uses

threshold based detection approach where the module checks if the application’s per-

formance is beyond the threshold values in order to consider a QoE degradation. For

example, if the user’s application domain specific performance metric is execution

time, the threshold value is for the maximum execution time. Whereas, if the user’s

application domain specific performance metric is network throughput, the threshold

value is for the minimum network throughput. These threshold values are either static

or dynamic. In the case of static threshold, the user provides the minimum or the

maximum value of their acceptable performance metric. For example, a user can set

the maximum execution time for processing a medium sized workload (10GB input

data) as 30 minutes. Now, if the application takes more than 30 minutes to process

the medium sized workload then the that will be considered as a QoE degradation.

Whereas, in the case of dynamic threshold, the detection module sets the threshold

values dynamically based on the instantaneous workload behaviour. However, the user

needs to provide an algorithm or mathematical model to set such dynamic threshold

values. This work proposes such an algorithm, which is tailored for a media streaming

application as a use case to demonstrate how the threshold values can be set dynami-

cally for an application. The media streaming application is considered as the use case

as it is not viable to set static threshold values for such applications due to the dynamic

nature of the streaming videos. In this use case, the module dynamically changes the

threshold value for network throughput based on the types of video (small bit-rate,
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medium bit-rate, high bit-rate, etc.) requested to be streamed.

The module raises a QoE degradation alarm when there are N consecutive occur-

rences of QoE degradation. The value of N is provided by the user in case of static

thresholds or decided empirically for dynamic thresholds. The module retrieves the

application information, performance requirements, and application domain specific

metrics from the User Input Repository and Performance Metrics Repository.
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Figure 4.2: Sub-modules of the Decision Making Module
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4.1.3 Decision-making Module

The decision-making module takes the decision on where to migrate the user applica-

tion in case there is a QoE degradation. This work proposes a VM selection method,

which is deployed in this module to select a target VM type for migrating the applica-

tion. The proposed method firstly discovers all the VMs (deployed through MyMinder)

running applications similar to the application under scrutiny (from now on we will re-

fer to this application as AppX). This is to shortlist the VM types (made available

through MyMinder), which can serve as an alternative VM type for AppX. Secondly,

the method checks whether the shortlisted VM types can satisfy QoE for AppX in the

future: this is performed by running a machine learning (ML) based prediction algo-

rithm. Thirdly, the method selects an optimal VM type for migrating AppX based on

the predicted QoE, migration overhead, and application deployment cost. Figure 4.2

presents the sub-modules used inside this module to perform these steps. The details on

these sub-modules and the algorithms integrated with them are presented in Chapter6.

The proposed VM selection method gets benefit from the fact that MyMinder col-

lects application performance metrics on an ongoing basis, which are exploited by

the ML algorithm to select the target VM. Therefore, the method does not require

the heavyweight task of VM benchmarking/modelling, which is the case for the VM

selection methods proposed by [6, 7]. However, the method will require performing

VM benchmarking/modelling for a first time user whose application does not have

any match with currently running applications through MyMinder. Importantly, the

proposed method can ensure stable performance and maintained QoE throughout the

lifetime of the application as it uses predicted QoE while selecting the target VM type.

The module retrieves the required application information, performance metrics,
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migration overhead, and application deployment cost from the Detection Module, Per-

formance Metrics Repository, and CP Information Repository. However, in this work,

the migration overhead and the cost of deployment are not estimated/evaluated, rather

synthetic values for both of them are used.

4.2 MyMinder User Inputs

To use the MyMinder framework, users need to supply the following as inputs: VM

resource configuration (required number of cores, memory, disk space, etc.), applica-

tion type (batch/streaming application), and application domain specific requirements.

The domain specific requirements are provided by the users in terms of four criteria:

resource, performance, cost, and migration overhead. The resource criterion indicates

whether the deployed application is disk-I/O intensive, memory intensive, compute in-

tensive, network intensive or combination of any two or more of the resource types.

The performance criterion sets the performance requirement in terms of threshold val-

ues for minimum network throughput or maximum execution time, beyond which the

user considers a degradation of the application performance. As discussed above, in

case the user wants to set the dynamic threshold values for the performance, the user

needs to provide an algorithm or mathematical model as part of the performance cri-

terion. Cost and migration overhead criteria set the maximum price and maximum

migration overhead, respectively, which the user is willing to afford while acquiring a

new VM for migrating application.
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4.3 Summary

This chapter presents the architecture of the proposed user-centric cloud application

management framework, which is called MyMinder. MyMinder consist of three mod-

ules: monitoring, detection, and decision making. The monitoring module monitors

application domain specific performance metrics. The detection module detects the

applications performance/QoE degradation using a threshold based approach. The

decision making module deploys a VM selection method to choose a target VM for

migrating the application in case there is a QoE degradation.
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Application-specific QoE Degradation

Detection

This chapter presents MyMinder’s Detection Module, which can detect QoE degra-

dation using a threshold based approach. As discussed in Chapter 4, the threshold

values are either statically set by the user during application’s deployment or dynam-

ically set by the Detection Module based on the instantaneous workload behaviour of

the application. However, the module requires an algorithm or mathematical model

to set the threshold values dynamically. Users can supply such algorithms or models

while deploying their applications through MyMinder. This chapter proposes a de-

tection algorithm which is tailored for a media streaming application as a use case to

demonstrate how the threshold values can be set dynamically to detect QoE degra-

dation for an application. The chapter evaluates the algorithm by deploying a media

streaming application in a lab-based cloud testbed. Experimental results demonstrate

the effectiveness of the algorithm.
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5.1 Introduction

Cloud applications show performance variability in the post-deployment phase, which

has been observed by the authors in [75–78]. The preliminary investigation in Chapter

3 confirms their observation by running an LR application on public clouds. Multi-

tenancy is assumed to be the most dominant cause of performance variability in the

cloud [82]. The multi-tenancy problem occurs when CPs try to optimise cloud re-

source utilisation by allocating the maximum number of VMs on the minimum number

of physical machines (PMs). This is mainly because cloud resources, such as network

and storage, are shared amongst all the VMs hosted in a single PM [22,23]. The multi-

tenancy problem may persist even when cloud users select a specialised dedicated

cluster of PMs, as the central network of the cloud is shared amongst many such clus-

ters. Application performance variability may result in QoE degradation, which can be

considered as an implicit QoS violation as the application performance is not explic-

itly guaranteed by the CPs. Existing cloud infrastructure solutions offered by different

CPs such as Amazon EC2, Google Compute Engine (GCE), Microsoft Azure, etc.,

do not provide facilities for application-specific performance monitoring and hence,

they cannot detect QoE degradation. MyMinder provides a solution for this through

application-specific performance metrics monitoring and QoE degradation detection.

This chapter presents MyMinder’s Detection Module, which can detect QoE degra-

dation using a threshold based approach. These threshold values are either static or

dynamic. In the case of static threshold, the user provides the minimum or the maxi-

mum value of their acceptable performance metric. Whereas, in the case of dynamic

threshold, the detection module sets the threshold values dynamically based on the

instantaneous workload behaviour. However, the user needs to provide an algorithm
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or mathematical model to set such dynamic threshold values. This chapter proposes a

detection algorithm which can set dynamic threshold values for detecting QoE degra-

dation of a media streaming application. This works as a use case to demonstrate how

the threshold values can be set dynamically using application-specific performance

metrics. The media streaming application is considered as the use case as it is not vi-

able to set static threshold values for such applications due to the dynamic nature of the

streaming videos. Moreover, there is growing popularity of media streaming applica-

tions, as is reported by the Global Internet Phenomena Report [83]. A recent report [84]

estimates that streaming traffic will occupy up to 82% of total internet traffic by 2021.

Moreover, media streaming applications are bandwidth-sensitive, and therefore are ex-

pected to experience QoE degradation due to the multi-tenancy problem caused by

sharing of network resources. Specifically, in this work, the media streaming services

of SMEs are considered, which are typically hosted in public clouds, rather than those

hosted in private data centres, e.g. YouTube 1. However, large media streaming ser-

vice providers such as Netflix2 who host their services in public cloud, may also benefit

from using the proposed QoE degradation detection approach.
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Figure 5.1: Detection Algorithm

1https://www.youtube.com/
2https://www.netflix.com/gb/
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Specifically, the proposed detection algorithm (see Figure 5.1) can detect the QoE

degradation for streaming applications in the form of insufficient data streamed to the

clients. The algorithm raises a QoE degradation alarm when there are N (decided em-

pirically) consecutive QoE degradations. The performance of the proposed algorithm

is evaluated by deploying a media streaming application (representative of real-world

media streaming applications running in the cloud), and by designing a benchmark for

generating realistic media streaming client requests.

5.2 QoE Degradation Detection Approach

This section introduces media streaming applications, defines the QoE degradation

specific to these applications, and discusses the proposed approach to detect such

degradation.

5.2.1 Media Streaming Applications

Streaming video or audio incorporates the streaming of data from a server to a number

of clients who can watch the video or listen to the audio stored in the server. In the

case of video streaming applications such as YouTube, Netflix, etc., the server hosts

a variety of videos to serve clients who request videos via different media playing

devices such as smartphones, computers, tablets, etc. Specifically, the server hosts

different types of videos which have different bit-rates (speed of the video transfer from

server to the clients) in order to meet the clients’ device characteristics (i.e. supported

resolution, network bandwidth, etc.). For example, low bit-rate videos are suitable

for smartphones and high bit-rate videos are for computer systems. The streaming of

the videos from the server to the clients is performed through various media protocols
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which allow the streaming in real-time, e.g. real-time streaming protocol (RTSP).

To play the streamed videos without any interruption or quality compromise, these

protocols support pre-buffering by streaming the video content at a higher bit rate.

5.2.2 QoE Degradation Specific to Streaming Applications

For applications like media streaming, the QoE specific to the applications can be de-

fined in terms of the quality of the videos that are streamed to their viewers or clients

(from here on we will use the terms viewers and clients interchangeably). Degradation

of such QoE can be considered when viewers experience time delays or degraded video

quality. Time delays during streaming may occur due to incomplete transcoding of the

videos by the streaming server processors or due to insufficient availability of network

bandwidth. Transcoding is the technique of converting video streams into the format

that matches viewers’ device characteristics. Degradation of video quality may result

from serving too many simultaneous client requests at the streaming server. All media

streaming servers have a saturation point (maximum number of acceptable client re-

quests) beyond which they cannot serve client requests with the expected quality and

in some cases may even fail to serve some of the requests.

Media streaming service providers who deploy their services in cloud data centres

may resolve time delays due to the transcoding task either by scaling up the number of

VMs that are used for performing the transcoding, or by storing several pre-transcoded

versions of the videos to serve different types of devices [85]. Also, they can maintain

the quality of the streamed videos by limiting the number of client requests within the

saturation point of the streaming server. In addition, media streaming service providers

can have the guarantee of QoS in terms of CPU performance from the CPs. However,
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such guarantee of QoS does not guarantee that there will be sufficient network band-

width to maintain the quality of the streaming videos or to avoid time delays. This is

mainly because CPs do not explicitly guarantee QoS in terms of network performance.

Therefore, this work aims to detect QoE degradation caused by insufficient availability

of the network bandwidth so that the media streaming service providers can maintain

the QoE of the applications by migrating them to other VMs which show less volatility

in its network performance. Specifically, this work aims to detect QoE degradation in

the form of insufficient data streamed to the clients, which arise due to multi-tenancy

(sharing of network resources amongst a number of VMs) adopted by the CPs. Such

QoE degradation may also arise due to factors outside the cloud network (e.g. in the

viewers’ network), but, in this work, the assumption is that those factors are insignifi-

cant.

5.2.3 Moving Average Based QoE Degradation Detection

To propose a QoE degradation detection algorithm, first the normal behaviour of a

media streaming application was examined using the popular moving average based

approach. This approach captures the normal network traffic behaviour of the applica-

tion by removing the affect of instantaneous spikes in the time series of the network

throughput. During the experiment, a Darwin media streaming server1 was set up

inside a VM hosted in a physical machine in a lab-based cloud test-bed (Section 5.3

details the experimental setup). Client requests for the streaming server were sent from

another machine (outside the cloud test bed). During the experimental period, 100 si-

multaneous client requests were sent for a 10-minute video with bit rate of 790 Kbps.

Figure 5.2 presents the time series graphs of the network throughput, which shows both

1https://macosforge.github.io/dss/
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the instantaneous (represented by the black line) and moving average (represented by

the red line) values of the network throughput collected periodically with a time in-

terval of one second from the VM that was running the media streaming server. The

window size for the moving average is set to 60 samples , which is decided empiri-

cally by considering the fact that a large window size may skip instantaneous network

behaviour, whereas, a small window size may pick up the instantaneous spikes.

In addition to the time series graphs of instantaneous and moving average values of

network throughput, the Figure 5.2 plots the expected throughput (ET) (represented by

the blue line) measured at each time interval in the time series of the network through-

put. The ET value is essentially the threshold value below which QoE degradation is

considered for a particular point of measurement. The ET is calculated according to

equation 5.1 which considers the application-specific metrics: number and bit rate of

the active connections of the media streaming application. The formula is based on

the fact that, for each type of requested video, the media streaming server is expected

to provide the bit rate that the video type requires for maintaining the quality of the

streamed videos.

As is evident from the graphs the fluctuating network behaviour of media stream-

ing causes the instantaneous values of the throughput to frequently drop below the

threshold values (ET values), raising indications that there is QoE degradation, which

is however not the case here. So, these indications can be considered as false QoE

degradation alarms. In the experiment RTSP was used as the internet protocol, which

supports pre-buffering by streaming the video content at a higher bit rate. This ex-

plains the higher throughput phases, followed by lower throughput phases in which

the assumption is that the streaming server is sending the video content at a lower bit

rate. In Figure 5.2 it can be observed that considering moving average values reduces
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Figure 5.2: Instantaneous, moving average, and expected values of the network
throughput

the false QoE degradation alarms to a large extent, but there still remain a few false

alarms.

ET (t) = ∑
i∈video types

ni(t)×bitratei (5.1)

where ET (t) = expected throughput at time t

ni = no. of active connections of video type i

bitratei = bit rate of connections of video type i

5.2.4 Cumulative Value Based QoE Degradation Detection

As is evident from the previous sub-section, the moving average based detection ap-

proach may raise false QoE degradation alarms. To address this issue, this work pro-

poses a cumulative value based approach to detect the QoE degradation. The novelty

of the proposed approach lies in the consideration of dynamic values of the cumulative
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streamed data to perform the QoE degradation check. This is important because of

the dynamic nature of the media streaming requests in terms of the variations in the

number of active client sessions and the bit rate of the streamed videos. The accuracy

of detection may be compromised along with high numbers of false QoE degradation

alarms if a static QoE degradation detection approach is considered, where the thresh-

old for QoE degradation is statically decided based only on the resource-level metrics

such as the network throughput.

The proposed approach uses a detection algorithm (Algorithm 2), which firstly cal-

culates the cumulative data that is actually streamed (Measured Cumulative Streamed

Data - MCSD). Secondly, at every detection point, the algorithm compares the MCSD

value with the cumulative data that is expected to be streamed (Expected Cumulative

Streamed Data - ECSD). The ECSD value works as the threshold value for detect-

ing the QoE degradation. MCSD is the cumulative value of the network throughput

collected from the media streaming server (line 4), whereas ECSD is calculated by

multiplying the bit-rate of an active session with its duration and then summing the

multiplications for all the active sessions. Equation 5.3 (line 5) presents this calcula-

tion. In the equation, three cases for the duration of active sessions are considered (see

equation 5.2): (i) for all active sessions, i.e. where the client i is alive and streaming

at the current time t; (ii) for the sessions which are not started, i.e. where the client

i has not started streaming at the current time t; and (iii) for the sessions which are

completed, i.e. where the client i has finished the streaming. If MCSD < ECSD, the

algorithm identifies a QoE degradation (lines 6-7) and raises a QoE degradation alarm

when the count of degradation equals the degradation detection window (number of

consecutive degradations) (lines 11-12). The window size is empirically decided and

this may require further tuning for the same or different use cases. The time complexity
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of the proposed detection algorithm (Algorithm 2) is linearly dependent on all active

sessions at a particular time t and is O(all clients).

Algorithm 2 QoE Degradation Detection Algorithm
INPUT: NT - Network throughput
INPUT: bitrate - Bit-rate of requested videos
INPUT: DWS - Degradation detection window size = 5
OUTPUT: DegradationAlarm - True/False

1: while server running do
2: sleep(1)

3: t = current time
4: MCSD(t)← ∑i∈all clients NTi

5: ECSD(t)← ∑i∈all clients di×bitratei

6: if MCSD(t)< ECSD(t) then
7: DegradationCount← DegradationCount +1

8: else
9: DegradationCount← 0

10: end if
11: if DegradationCount = DWS then
12: return True
13: end if
14: end while
15: return False

di(t) =


0 t < si

t− si si ≤ t ≤ fi

fi− si fi < t

(5.2)

Where di = duration of session i

t = current time

si = start time of session i

fi = end time of session i

ECSD(t) = ∑
i∈all sessions

di(t)×bitratei (5.3)

Figure 5.3 presents the time series graphs of the MCSD and ECSD values which

are obtained from the same normal behaviour experiment that is explained in the previ-

ous sub-section. From the graphs it can be observed that the MCSD values are always
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Figure 5.3: Cumulative data streamed by the streaming server

higher than the ECSD values except for a few occasions in the beginning of the time

series, which however, does not flag any QoE degradation because a degradation de-

tection window is considered before raising a QoE degradation alarm. It is important

to note that, at the end of the streaming, the MCSD value is higher than the ECSD

value. This is due to the protocol overhead which includes headers and metadata.

Figure 5.4 depicts the overall framework of the proposed QoE degradation detec-

tion approach. The framework consists of data collection from the VM, where a media

streaming server is deployed, and data processing which is performed in a remote de-

tection system. The Data Collector (also known as the Local Monitoring Agent of My-

Minder) collects the network throughput generated by “dstat”1 (a tool for generating

resource statistics) inside the VM. The Data Collector further collects the application-

specific metrics (number and bit-rate of the active connections of the media streaming

application). The frequency of collecting these metrics is 1 second to capture instan-

taneous application behaviour. The Data Collector combines these metrics by their

data collection timestamps and saves them in a CSV file. This file is then sent to the

1http://dag.wiee.rs/home-made/dstat/
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Figure 5.4: QoE Degradation Detection Framework

Data Storage (also known as the Performance Metrics Repository of MyMinder) via

HTTP. The Detection Algorithm (Algorithm 2) processes the data (saved in the Data

Storage) sent by the Data Collector and detects the QoE degradation. The algorithm is

implemented using the Spark1 framework to enable faster processing of the data and to

achieve scalability while processing data collected from a large number of monitored

VMs.

5.3 Experimental Evaluation

This section evaluates the proposed QoE degradation detection algorithm in terms of

detecting QoE degradation caused by multi-tenancy. The experiments for the evalua-

tion was set up by deploying a Darwin media streaming server2 in a lab-based cloud

testbed. The algorithm collects the network throughput generated by dstat3 (a tool for

generating resource statistics) inside the VM. The lab-based cloud testbed was cho-

sen over the public clouds intentionally, so as to allow control and evaluation of the

1http://spark.apache.org
2https://macosforge.github.io/dss/
3http://dag.wiee.rs/home-made/dstat/
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correctness of the proposed detection mechanism, since the server-client configuration

is non-trivial. This setup does not restrict the applicability of the proposed algorithm,

which can be translated to applications deployed in public clouds. The metrics required

by the algorithm, such as dstat and Darwin measurements, do not require privileges be-

yond the admin privileges on the deployed VM; therefore, they can be used in public

clouds. This section presents the evaluation of the proposed algorithm, in particular its

reliability and accuracy.

5.3.1 Experimental Setup

Testbed: Figure 5.5 depicts the overall setup of the experiment – the server, the client

machines, and the monitoring machine, which are connected to a 10GbE network

switch. Table 5.1 presents the configuration of the machines. The Darwin server was

deployed in the cloud testbed, which has been set up on Machine-I via a kvm hypervi-

sor. The cloud testbed hosts three VMs: VM1, VM2, and VM3. The VMs are acces-

sible from outside the testbed via a bridged network that is connected to a 1 Gigabit

Ethernet (GbE) network switch. All the client machines have sufficient compute, I/O,

and network capacity, so performance loss is only propagated through multi-tenancy

on the server side. This is part of the assumption that outside the cloud infrastructure,

no significant bottlenecks exist. The QoE degradation detection algorithm is set up

on a remote monitoring machine. This monitoring machine monitors the application-

specific and the resource-level metrics from the cloud testbed in order to analyse them

and to provide general QoE degradation detection capabilities, which are not tied to

the physical server or the service it provides.

The setup of the detection algorithm is intentionally kept outside the cloud testbed
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Figure 5.5: Experimental Setup

to eliminate any performance degradation due to co-scheduling a service, such as a

streaming service and a monitoring service, on the same physical node. In general,

the monitoring and detection node may require CPU resources in its own right while

running more advanced QoE degradation detection algorithms.

5.3.2 Darwin Server

For this evaluation, Darwin server release version 5.3.0. was used. Minor modifi-

cations were made in order to enable the proposed ECSD model of this work (see

Equation 5.2).
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Table 5.1: Experimental Machine Configuration

Machine-I,
Machine-II

Machine-III Machine-IV Machine-V

Processor Single Intel Xeon
E5-2650v4
@2.2Ghz (12
cores)

4x Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU
E5-2609 v2
@2.50GHz (4
cores each)

96x Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU
E7-4860 v2
@2.60GHz (12
cores each)

Dual Intel
E5-2620v4
@2.1Ghz
(8 cores
each)

RAM 64GB DDR4 16GB 256GB 32GB
DDR4

Disk 1TB SATA HDD 500GB 2x 500GB 1TB SATA
HDD

OS CentOS 7.4.1708 CentOS 7.2.1511 CentOS 7.1.1503 CentOS
7.2.1511

5.3.3 Client Requests for the Darwin Server

The client requests for the Darwin server were generated using a Poisson distribution1,

so that the client requests closely follow the pattern of real-world media steaming client

requests. For experimenting with different types of streaming requests, clients may

request: (a) sample videos of duration ranging from 1 to 10 minutes, and (b) for each

of these, clients may request a bit-rate of low (102kbps), medium (290kbps), or high

(790kbps). The underlying media streaming protocol is RTSP which is taken from the

CloudSuite benchmark 2.

5.3.4 Detection of QoE Degradation

This section demonstrates how the proposed detection algorithm can detect QoE degra-

dation. Specifically, it presents the results from two experiments: Experiment-I and

Experiment-II. Experiment-I shows the detection results while the Darwin server streams

1https://www.umass.edu/wsp/resources/poisson/
2http://cloudsuite.ch
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only “popular” high bit-rate videos, whereas, Experiment-II shows the detection re-

sults while the the Darwin server streams mixed bit-rate videos (high, medium, and

low). The reason for running these two experiments is to cover real-world scenarios,

where the streaming server sometimes may require to only stream high bit-rate videos

and at some other times mixed types of videos. Both the experiments evaluate the

proposed algorithm under different streaming scenarios: (a) without any co-located

service hosted on the physical machine running the streaming service, and (b) with co-

located service hosted on the physical machine running the streaming service. In both

experiments, the Darwin streaming server was hosted in VM1 of the cloud test-bed

(Machine-I).

Experiment-I: In this experiment 200 clients requested high bit-rate videos with

10-minute duration from a client machine (Machine-II), with exactly one new client

request arriving each second (within the first 200 seconds). This setup emulates the

scenario where the Darwin server is streaming “popular” videos.

Figure 5.6a presents the time series graph of the network throughput (collected by

dstat) and Figure 5.6b depicts the cumulative data streamed (calculated by the MCSD

calculator and the ECSD calculation model) by the Darwin server while there is no

co-located service hosted on the cloud testbed. From the throughput graph the fluc-

tuating network behaviour of the streaming can be observed, which is as discussed in

Section 5.2. However, the cumulative data streamed graph clearly shows that MCSD

values are always higher than the ECSD values, i.e. the cumulative values do not fulfil

the condition (MCSD < ECSD) set by the detection algorithm for QoE degradation.

Hence, the algorithm is performing correctly without raising any false alarm of QoE

degradation.

Figure 5.7a presents the time series graph of the network throughput and Fig-
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Figure 5.6: (a) Network throughput and (b) cumulative data streamed, for streaming
Hi10 videos without co-located service
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Figure 5.7: (a) Network throughput and (b) cumulative data streamed, for streaming
Hi10 videos with co-located service
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ure 5.7b shows the cumulative data streamed by the Darwin server while a co-located

Darwin streaming server was hosted in VM2 of the cloud test-bed. The co-located

server received 800 streaming requests for high bit-rate videos with 10-minute dura-

tion from a different client machine (Machine-III). While serving the client requests for

two different streaming servers, the available network bandwidth of the cloud testbed

got overwhelmed. Hence, the cloud testbed starts suffering from the multi-tenancy

effect. This is evident from the throughput graph (Figure 5.7a) which shows that the

Darwin server (running in VM1) was streaming less data compared to the previous sce-

nario (see throughput graph in Figure 5.6a) where there is no co-located service hosted

on the cloud testbed. This behaviour indicates that the QoE for the Darwin stream-

ing service (running in VM1) is degraded due to the multi-tenancy effect in the cloud

testbed. The proposed algorithm correctly detects this QoE degradation as it can be

observed from the cumulative data streamed graph (Figure 5.7b) that the MCSD val-

ues are always lower than the ECSD values, fulfilling the condition (MCSD < ECSD)

set by the algorithm.

Experiment-II: In this experiment 400 clients requested mixed bit-rate videos

(high: 50 clients, medium: 150 clients, and low: 200 clients) with 3-10 minute du-

ration from all the three client machines (Machine-II, III, IV). This setup emulates the

scenario where the Darwin server is streaming mixed types of videos.

Figure 5.8 presents the time series graph of the cumulative data streamed by the

Darwin server while there is no co-located service hosted on the cloud testbed. The

graph exhibits behaviour similar to Experiment-I, i.e. MCSD< ECSD for all the detec-

tion points and hence, there is no false alarm of QoE degradation. However, while per-

forming a series of experiments with different combinations of the bit-rate and number

of requests it is observed that on some occasions, the MCSD values drop slightly below
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the ECSD values at the end of the streaming. An example can be seen in Figure 5.9.

False QoE degradation alarms are not expected due to such behaviour, because the

proposed detection algorithm considers a degradation detection window specifically to

deal with such situations.
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Figure 5.8: Streaming mixed videos without co-located service
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Figure 5.9: Streaming mixed videos without co-located service

Figure 5.10 presents the time series graph of the cumulative data streamed by the

Darwin server while two co-located Darwin streaming servers were hosted in VM2
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Figure 5.10: Streaming mixed videos with co-located service

and VM3 of the cloud test-bed. The co-located servers received in total 600(V M1)+

600(V M2) = 1200 streaming requests for high bit-rate videos with 10-minute dura-

tion from two different client machines (Machine-III and Machine-IV). Similar to

Experiment-I, the proposed algorithm correctly detects the QoE degradation due to

the multi-tenancy effect that arises in this scenario. This can be observed in the graph

presented in Figure 5.10.

5.3.5 Observations and Limitations

During the experimental evaluation, it was found that starting an excessive number

of client requests per Darwin server instance leads to not all requests being served.

In particular, a configuration file restricts the number of active sessions per Darwin

server, so that they do not exceed the saturation point; and when deploying one Darwin

server per VM, all server instances across different VMs start limiting the number of

active sessions. Usually, once a certain threshold of active sessions is reached, client

requests do not get an active data connection. The implications of these observations
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are that it is not possible to set up experiments with an arbitrarily large number of

client requests per server instance. In the real-world, media streaming service providers

such as Netflix use a CDN (Content Delivery Network) to handle large numbers of

streaming requests/connections. CDN provides a geographically distributed group of

servers which cache the media content to make them easily accessible by large numbers

of users.

It is important to note that MyMinder is different from CDN providers such as

Akamai and Open Connect (used by Netflix). CDN helps in managing media content

by distributing them across a number of servers closer to the customers. Whereas,

MyMinder provides support to any kind of cloud applications including media stream-

ing applications in terms of their QoE and MyMinder does it by providing a number

of services: monitoring application-specific metrics, detecting QoE degradation, and

taking decisions on whether and where to migrate.

5.4 Summary

This chapter presents a QoE degradation detection algorithm that is proposed specifi-

cally for a media streaming application as a use case. Through this use case, the chapter

demonstrates how a user can write a detection algorithm specific to the deployed ap-

plication so that MyMinder’s Detection Module can use it to detect QoE degradation.

Specifically, the chapter shows how the threshold values for QoE degradation can be

set dynamically using the application-specific metrics. In this use case, the algorithm

considers the QoE degradation in the form of insufficient data streamed to the media

streaming clients. The algorithm considers a QoE degradation when the cumulative

value of the measured streamed data is less than the expected streamed data. Mea-
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sured streamed data are the network throughput collected from the VM that is running

the streaming application, whereas the expected streamed data is calculated by using

a model that considers application-specific metrics (number and bit-rate of the active

connections of the streaming application). The chapter evaluates the algorithm by de-

ploying a Darwin media streaming service in a lab-based cloud testbed. Experimental

results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can reliably detect QoE degradation.
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Chapter 6

Post-deployment Decision-making for

Maintaining QoE

This chapter presents the brain of MyMinder, that is, the Decision-making Module,

which takes the decision on where to migrate the application in the case where there is

a QoE degradation. Specifically, the chapter proposes a VM selection method, which

can choose a target VM type for application migration in the post-deployment phase.

The method takes advantage of MyMinder’s oversight of a range of applications run-

ning in a range of VM types across CPs. The method first analyses the historical

QoE (user’s satisfaction) in running the similar applications (similar to the application

to be migrated) on the possible target VM types, and then using a machine learning

algorithm it decides on which VM type to migrate the application to. The chapter

demonstrates the proposed VM selection method using an example scenario where an

application suffers from a QoE degradation and requires migration. Evaluation results

confirm that the proposed method can select the optimal target VM type for migration.
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6.1 Introduction

On detecting a QoE degradation, MyMinder employs its Decision-making Module to

take the decision on where (which VM type and CP) to migrate the application in or-

der to maintain the QoE. The Decision-making Module uses a VM selection method

to choose the target VM type for application migration. VM selection in the post-

deployment phase is similar to that in the pre-deployment phase. In both the phases, a

VM selection method needs to identify the “optimal” target VM type in terms of the

performance of the application and the cost of its deployment. As a result, state-of-

the-art approaches to VM selection in the pre-deployment phase, such as VM bench-

marking, modelling, etc., can be applied to post-deployment VM selection. However,

these approaches consider only the instantaneous performance of the applications on

the VMs and ignore whether the performance will be maintained by the VMs in the

future. Performance variability amongst public cloud VMs has been reported in [21]

and has been observed in the preliminary investigation as presented in Chapter 3.

To address the above issue, this chapter proposes a novel VM selection method,

which leverages MyMinder’s application-specific metrics monitoring. This work as-

sumes that MyMinder is being used by a large customer base who deploy a variety

of applications to the cloud through MyMinder. As part of its monitoring policy,

MyMinder monitors application-specific performance metrics from all the deployed

applications. These metrics are used by the proposed VM selection method as indi-

cators of customers’ QoE. Specifically, the proposed method firstly discovers all the

VMs (monitored by MyMinder) running applications similar to the application under

scrutiny (from now on we will refer to this application as AppX). This is to shortlist the

VM types (made available through MyMinder), which can serve as an alternative VM
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type for AppX. The similarity is measured in terms of applications’ resource usage, and

correlation between workload and performance, and between workload and resource

usage. Secondly, the method predicts whether the shortlisted VM types can satisfy

QoE for AppX in the future, this is performed by running a machine learning (ML)

based prediction algorithm. Thirdly, the method selects an “optimal” target VM type

for migrating AppX based on the predicted QoE, migration overhead, and application

deployment cost.

The proposed VM selection method benefits from the fact that MyMinder collects

application-specific performance metrics on an ongoing basis, which are exploited by

the ML algorithm to select the target VM type. Therefore, the method does not re-

quire the heavyweight task of VM benchmarking/modelling to make the decision on

the target VM type. However, the method will require performing VM benchmark-

ing/modelling for the situation where the application does not have any match with

currently running applications through MyMinder. Such VM benchmarking/modelling

is outside the scope of this work. Importantly, the proposed method can ensure stable

performance and maintained QoE throughout the lifetime of the application as it uses

predicted QoE while selecting the target VM type.

6.2 Proposed VM Selection Method

The proposed VM selection method performs a series of operations as depicted in

Figure 6.1, which is explained as follows:

(i) Similarity Checking: The proposed VM selection method first measures the

similarity between AppX and the other applications deployed through MyMinder, and

then shortlists the top N VM types (value of N is decided empirically) in order of the
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similarity scores (VM type running the application that has the highest similarity is at

the top of the order). The similarity is measured not only in terms of applications re-

source usage, but also in terms of correlation between workload and performance, and

between workload and resource usage. This way MyMinder successfully manages to

perform the similarity checks between applications. Specifically, it first prepares a data

vector for each of the applications, which represents the characteristics of the applica-

tion and then calculates the Mahalanobis1 distance between the vectors of AppX and

the other applications. The smaller the distance between the vectors of two applica-

tions the more similar the two applications are. The vector is of the following structure:

[CPU avg., CPU std., memory avg., memory std., disk avg., disk std., correlation be-

tween workload and execution time/ throughput, correlation between workload and

CPU, correlation between workload and memory, correlation between workload and

disk]. The aggregated resource utilisation metrics (CPU avg., CPU std., memory avg.,

memory std., disk avg., disk std.) are the average and the standard deviation values of

the raw resource utilisation metrics collected from the monitored VMs. The correlation

metrics indicate the relationship between the workload and the performance metrics

(total execution time or cumulative network throughput), and between the workload

and the resource utilisation metrics (CPU, memory, disk I/O). Workload is considered

to be the input data size in the case of batch applications and the number of active

client connections in the case of streaming applications.

The correlation value is calculated using Pearson’s correlation coefficient, which is

a measure of the correlation between two variables X and Y. The correlation coefficient

value is in the range (-1.0 to 1.0); its calculation is described in Equation 6.1.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahalanobis distance
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6.2 Proposed VM Selection Method

ρV1 ,V2 =
covariance(V1,V2)

σV1σV2

(6.1)

where V 1 = variable of first metric

V 2 = variable of second metric

σV1 = standard deviation of first metric

σV2 = standard deviation of second metric
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Figure 6.1: Workflow of the proposed VM selection method

(ii) Satisfaction Value Prediction: In order to understand which of the shortlisted

VM types (shortlisted based on application similarity scores) will best satisfy the user

requirements and QoE in future, the proposed method runs a machine learning (ML)
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Figure 6.2: Workflow of satisfaction value prediction

based technique. Specifically, it predicts the future performance of AppX in the short-

listed VM types in the form of user’s satisfaction value. The satisfaction value, which

is in the range [0,1], reflects a user’s satisfaction (QoE) in running an application in the

acquired VM. A user is fully satisfied if the satisfaction value is 1 and totally unsatisfied

if the satisfaction value is 0. The user empirically associates application performance
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with satisfaction values.

The ML based technique uses the Random Forest (RF) algorithm1 to perform the

prediction. Figure 6.2 presents the workflow of the technique. It works in two phases:

training phase and prediction phase. Both the phases are triggered sequentially (train-

ing first and then prediction) when the Decision-making module needs to take the

decision on application migration and they are triggered only once on each occasion

of decision-making.

During the training phase, it builds RF models for each of the shortlisted VM types

using the resource configuration of the VM types and the historical data specific to

the applications similar to AppX. For example, if AppX is a LR application running on

a VM type VMX, and shortlisted VM types are: VM1, VM2, and VM3, which are

running LR1, LR2, and LR3, respectively, then the following three RF models will

be generated: RF LR1 VM1 (RF model for LR1 running on VM1), RF LR2 VM2

(RF model for LR2 running on VM2), and RF LR3 VM3 (RF model for LR3 running

on VM3). The historical data is collected from all the previous runs of the similar

applications on the shortlisted VM types, and it includes the following set of met-

rics: workload size, performance metrics (total execution time or cumulative network

throughput), and aggregated resource utilisation (CPU, memory, and disk). In case

there is no application similar to AppX, benchmarking needs to be carried out by run-

ning AppX on all the VM types made available through MyMinder, and then RF models

need to be generated for each of the VM types using the benchmarking results. This

benchmarking process is out of the scope of this work.

During the prediction phase, it uses the constructed RF models to predict the per-

formance metric value of AppX on each of the shortlisted VM types. The performance

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Random f orest
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metric is the total execution time in case AppX is a batch application and it is the cumu-

lative network throughput in case AppX is a streaming application. The input metrics

during this phase are: resource configuration of the VM where AppX is currently run-

ning, and the workload size and aggregated resource utilisation metrics, which are

retrieved from AppX’s last instance of QoE degradation. In the case of batch appli-

cations, the last instance is the last application execution and in the case of streaming

applications, the last instance is the last time window in the time series.

The time taken by these phases depends on the amount of historical data used to

train the RF models. Large amount of historical data may result in good predication,

but at the same time it may increase the training time. Therefore, in case the amount

of data gets bigger (which is not the case in our experiments), the historical data needs

to be used carefully by considering both prediction result and the training time; if

necessary, data collected recently can only be considered for the training. Such data

filtering for reducing the training time without compromising the prediction result is

out of the scope of this work.

After predicting the performance metric value, the technique calculates the pre-

dicted user satisfaction value using Algorithm 3. Figure 6.3 illustrates how this sat-

isfaction value is computed for a user running a media streaming application. There

are three key metrics used in this computation, which are: workload (WL), measured

value (MV), expected value (EV). In this illustration, workload is the number of con-

nections, which is categorised into small, medium, and large connections based on the

bandwidth requirement of the connections. Measured value (MV) and expected value

(EV) are for network throughput for each time window (in case of streaming appli-

cation). At the time of application deployment the user sets the EV for each size of

workload. This EV is essentially the threshold value below which QoE degradation or
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Figure 6.3: Illustration of satisfaction values for a time series of throughput, with
workloads of types small, medium, and large.

user’s dissatisfaction is considered for a particular point of measurement.

In this illustration, the user sets the expected network throughput (EV) as follows:

small = 100KB/s,medium = 300KB/s, large = 700KB/s. The MV is retrieved from

the application’s run. In Figure 6.3 it can be seen that there are five workloads (WL)

and against each workload there is an MV retrieved from the application’s run (these

values are set for illustration purpose). The workloads are considered for the last N

time windows/frames. To compute the overall predicted satisfaction value (SV) of the

user, first the satisfaction value (SV) for each of the workloads is computed using a map

function (Compute SV ) and then the average of the satisfaction values retrieved from

all the workloads is taken using a reduce function. Algorithm 3 details the computation

of the satisfaction value. For the illustration we set the α value to 0.5.

In the case of batch applications the conditions will change as in that case the

workload is the input data size considered for the last N executions of the application.

Measured value (MV) and expected value (EV) are for execution time for each applica-

tion execution. The conditions for EV will differ with different applications, therefore,

the user will have to provide this information during the application deployment based

on his/her domain knowledge.
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Algorithm 3 Algorithm for calculating satisfaction value
function COMPUTE SV(mv,ev,type)

if type = T HROUGHPUT then

if mv > ev then
return 1.0

else
return mv

ev +α∗ mv−ev
ev % 0.≤ α < 1. reflects if we care about deviation

end if
end if

end function
function SATVAL(N,WL,type,f,MV)

INPUT: N - time window of satisfaction analysis (number)
INPUT: WL - workloads for application (vector)
INPUT: type - performance metric of interest (e.g. throughput, execution time, etc.)
INPUT: EV - thresholds of expected value for type metric and workload WL (vector)
INPUT: MV - measured performance values for each workload (vector)
OUTPUT: SV - satisfaction value (0.0 – 1.0) on the assigned VM for the last N time frames (vector)

WLn ←WL[−n :]
MVn ←MV [−n :]
for i = 1 . . .n do % Essentially a map over MV

SVn [i] =Compute SV (MVn [i],EV [WLn[i]], type)
end for
return mean(SVn)

end function

(iii) Decision Making: As the final step, the proposed VM selection method eval-

uates the migration overhead and the application deployment cost to each of the short-

listed VM types, and associates these with the predicted satisfaction values. Then,

it decides the target VM type by making a trade-off between the predicted satisfac-

tion values, the migration overhead, and the deployment cost. It is important to note

that, in this work, the migration overhead and the cost of deployment are not esti-

mated/evaluated, rather predefined synthetic values are used for both of them. How-

ever, interested readers can refer to Chapter 3 which discusses migration overhead

evaluation. The work in [86] has proposed a cost function to evaluate the cost of pro-

visioning and maintaining the cloud services together with the sum of incurred scaling

costs.

Specifically, to decide the target VM type for application migration, the proposed

method firstly calculates a ‘fitness’ value on each VM type using Equation 6.2. The

‘fitness’ of a VM type refers to its fitness for becoming the target VM type. The larger

the ‘fitness’ value the higher is the fitness for the VM type to satisfy user requirements.

Secondly, the method chooses the VM type which has the highest ‘fitness’ value. Equa-
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Table 6.1: User Requirements Table

User
ID

App
ID

VM
ID

App Type User Requirements

Performance
Criteria

Cost
Criteria

Migration
Criteria

α β γ

user 01
user 02

app 01
app 02

vm 01
vm 02

batch
streaming

30 mins:large
workload
5mins:small

workload

£10-100 max 60
seconds

1.0 0.2 1.0

500KB/s:large
workload

50KB/s:small
workload

£100-
500

max 10
seconds

0.1 0.2 1.0

tion 6.2 considers satisfaction value (sat val), migration overhead (mig overhead), de-

ployment cost (dep cost), and a coefficient value for each of them, which are set by

the users. Users will set a high value for α if they want to achieve high satisfaction at

the cost of increased migration overhead and/or deployment cost; they will set a high

value for β if they can compromise the satisfaction in order to reduce the migration

overhead and/or deployment cost; and they will set a high value for γ if they cannot

afford costly VM types to achieve high satisfaction and/or low migration overhead.

f itness =
α∗ sat val

β∗mig overhead + γ∗dep cost
(6.2)

6.2.1 User Inputs

The proposed VM selection method requires a set of input values from the user at the

time of application deployment. Table 6.1 highlights those input values with sample

data. The table contains user application information and user requirements. The user

requirements are provided by the user on three criteria: performance, cost, and mi-

gration overhead criteria. The performance criterion sets the performance requirement
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Table 6.2: Experimental VM Types

VM1 VM2 VM3 VM4 VM5 VM6 VM7 VM8 VM9 VM10 VMX

CPU cores

Memory Size

Price per hour

4

16GB

£0.10

4

32GB

£0.20

8

12GB

£0.30

8

16GB

£0.40

8

32GB

£0.50

10

12GB

£0.60

10

16GB

£0.70

10

32GB

£0.80

16

16GB

£0.90

16

32GB

£1.00

4

8GB

£0.05

in terms of threshold value for minimum network throughput or maximum execution

time, beyond which the user considers a QoE degradation. This threshold value is con-

sidered as the expected value (EV) when calculating satisfaction value (explained in

Section 6.2). Cost and migration overhead criteria set the maximum price and maxi-

mum migration overhead, respectively, which the user is willing to pay while acquiring

a new VM for migration. Additionally, the user needs to provide coefficient values for

satisfaction (α), migration overhead (β), and deployment cost (γ), which are used in

Equation 6.2 for decision-making on application migration (see Section 6.2).

6.3 Experimental Evaluation

This section demonstrates the proposed VM selection method by considering post-

deployment monitoring and decision-making on real-world applications in a lab-based

cloud testbed. Specifically, the section runs through an example of a QoE degradation

scenario of a batch application (AppX), where the application needs to be migrated

to a better performing VM type. The section demonstrates how the proposed method

performs the following actions to select a target VM type for migration: (i) shortlist-

ing a number of VM types which are running similar applications, (ii) predicting the

satisfaction values for AppX in the shortlisted VM types, and (iii) deciding on which

target VM type AppX should be migrated to.
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6.3.1 Cloud Testbed

The cloud testbed is set up using two Intel Xeon E5-2650v4 server machines via a

KVM hypervisor. The machines run CentOS 7.4.1708, and have the following config-

uration: 12 cores, 2-way hyper-threaded, clocked at 2.2 GHz, 64GB DDR4, and 1TB

SATA HDD. For running the experiments, 11 VMs were launched with varying CPU,

memory, and disk configurations, which represent 11 VM types. Table 6.2 presents the

configuration of each of the VM types along with their IDs and price which we will

refer to in the later part of this section.

6.3.2 Case Study Applications

The experiment considered a small yet representative set of batch applications (data

analytic and scientific applications), which are either memory or compute intensive.

Such batch applications/jobs may get deadlines to finish tasks when they are part of a

pipeline or a workflow, for example a weather forecasting application requires to com-

plete a number of batch jobs within a specific time to produce the final forecast infor-

mation in time [87]. Therefore, MyMinder can help these kinds of applications to meet

their deadlines and maintain QoE. In total, four batch applications were deployed in the

launched VMs. To represent the data analytic applications, a Linear Regression (LR)

application was executed through the Apache Spark framework and an In-Memory

Analytics (InMem) movie recommendation system was executed, which was collected

from Cloudsuite1 benchmark. To represent the scientific applications, NASCG and

NASLU were used, which were collected from NAS2 Parallel Benchmarks. The NAS

Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) are a small set of programs derived from computational

1http://cloudsuite.ch
2https://www.nas.nasa.gov/publications/npb.html
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fluid dynamics (CFD) applications. The data analytic applications (LR and InMem)

were executed on the first ten VMs (VM1 to VM10), and the NAS parallel benchmark

applications (NASLU and NASCG) were executed on the last VM (VMX) (see Table

6.2 for the configurations of the VMs). The LR application was executed with 15 dif-

ferent workloads, the InMem application was executed with 2 different workloads, and

NASLU and NASCG were executed with 3 different workloads. Each execution was

repeated 10 times to emulate real world use case scenarios.

6.3.3 Monitored Data

Both application-level and VM-level metrics were monitored. Application-level met-

rics include workload (WL) and execution time (Exe time) of the applications, whereas

VM-level metrics include the following metrics: CPU utilisation (CPU), memory used

(Mem), disk read writes (Disk).

6.3.4 Assumptions

This work makes the following assumptions:

• Assumption 1: Application QoE/performance degradation is due to contention

of physical resources caused by co-located VMs.

• Assumption 2: To emulate a public cloud environment, this work assumes that

the VMs that are launched belong to different users and hence, the applications

running inside them are owned by different users. For example, the LR applica-

tion running on VM5 belongs to user 1 and the LR application running on VM10

belongs to user 2.
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Table 6.3: User requirements for LR application running on VM5

User
ID

App
ID

VM
ID

App
Type

User Requirements

Performance
Criteria

Cost
Criteria

Migration
Criteria

user 01 LR VM5 batch

750 seconds:
large workload;

550 seconds:
medium

workload;
300 seconds:

small workload

£0.00-0.90
per hour

max 60
seconds

6.3.5 Target VM Type Selection

This work sets up an example scenario where it is assumed that a specific application

amongst the four applications is experiencing QoE degradation while running in its de-

ployed VM type and is considered for migration to an alternative VM type where the

application can achieve its desired QoE. Specifically, it is considered that the LR ap-

plication running on VM5 (LR VM5) is experiencing the QoE degradation. Table 6.3

presents the user requirements for LR VM5. Below the steps that the proposed VM se-

lection method takes are demonstrated in order to select the target VM type to migrate

LR VM5.

Step 1 - Similarity Checking: In this step, the top 5 VM types are shortlisted

based on the similarity between the LR VM5 and the other applications running on

different VM types (VM1 to VM10 and VMX). Note that the top 5 VM types are

shortlisted here for experimental purposes and this number will change based on the

availability of the VM types in the data centre. As discussed in Section 6.2, Maha-

lanobis distance is used to measure the similarity between the applications. Table 6.4

presents the Mahalanobis distance calculated between the metric vectors of LR VM5
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and other applications running on different VM types. The table lists the applications

in ascending order of the distance, where it can be seen that LR VM8, i.e. LR applica-

tion running on VM8 is the most similar application as it has the shortest distance and

NASLU VMX, i.e. NASLU application running on VMX is the most dissimilar appli-

cation as it has the longest distance. Such observations were expected as LR VM5 and

LR VM8 are identical applications running on different VM types by different users

(as per the Assumption 2) and NASLU VMX is a different application. Figure 6.4

graphically shows the similarity between LR VM5, LR VM8, and NASLU VMX in

terms of their metric values (see Table 6.5 for description of the metrics and their spe-

cific values). From Table 6.4 top 5 VM types are selected, which are as follows: VM8,

VM10, VM2, VM4, VM7.
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Table 6.4: Similarity Measurement - Mahalanobis Distance from LR VM5

Rank Application Mahalanobis
Distance

1 LR VM8 0.94e20

2 LR VM10 3.94e20

3 LR VM2 4.50e20

4 LR VM4 12.97e20

5 LR VM7 13.25e20

6 LR VM9 13.61e20

7 LR VM1 13.78e20

8 LR VM3 15.75e20

9 LR VM6 15.80e20

10 InMem VM10 16.13e20

11 InMem VM8 16.43e20

12 InMem VM5 16.47e20

13 InMem VM2 16.88e20

14 InMem VM7 17.85e20

15 InMem VM9 18.51e20

16 InMem VM1 18.69e20

17 InMem VM4 18.80e20

18 InMem VM3 19.10e20

19 InMem VM6 19.11e20

20 NASCG VMX 19.86e20

21 NASLU VMX 19.88e20
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Figure 6.4: Similarity between LR VM5, LR VM8, and NASLU VMX in terms of
their metric values. LR VM5 (LR running on VM5) is experiencing QoE degradation,
the most similar application to LR VM5 is LR VM8 (LR running on VM8), and the
most dissimilar application to LR VM5 is NASLU VMX (NASLU running on VMX)

Step 2 - Satisfaction Value Prediction: In this step, the performance of the LR

application (LR VM5) is predicted in the shortlisted VM types (VM8, VM10, VM2,

VM4, VM7). The performance of the application is evaluated in terms of its user’s

satisfaction value, i.e. QoE as discussed in Section 6.2. To perform the prediction,

Random Forest (RF) models are trained for each of the shortlisted VM types using

their configuration and the historical values of workload, resource utilisation, and per-

formance metrics (execution time) of the LR application running on those VM types.

For experimental purpose, the historical values are collected from executing the LR

application with 15 different workloads, where each of the execution was repeated 10

times on each of the shortlisted VM types as mentioned in Section 6.3.2. Hence, in
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this case, the total historical data samples used for the training of each of the models

is: 1510 = 150 The trained models are used to predict the execution time of LR VM5

on each of the shortlisted VM types. The predicted execution time is then used in Al-

gorithm 3 to compute the predicted satisfaction value. Table 6.6 presents the predicted

execution time and satisfaction values in descending order. From Table 6.6 it can be

seen that VM10, VM8, and VM7 are predicted to offer full satisfaction (satisfaction

value: 1.00), whereas VM4 and VM2 are predicted to be suffering from performance

issues with satisfaction values less than 1.00. This observation was expected as the

performance of the LR application varies linearly with the resources dedicated to its

VM. Specifically, VM10, VM8, and VM7 have higher resource configurations (see Ta-

ble 6.2) to serve the LR application as compared to VM5, whereas VM4 and VM2 have

lower resource configurations (see Table 6.2) as compared to VM5. To further validate

this observation, the top 5 VM types running similar but not identical application are

shortlisted from Table 6.4, which are as follows: VM10, VM8, VM2, VM7, VM9.

An InMem application was running in all of them. Table 6.7 presents the predicted

satisfaction values of LR VM5 on each of these shortlisted VM types in descending

order. Similar to the previous observation, from Table 6.7 it can be observed that the

VM types (VM10, VM9, VM8, and VM7) with higher resource configurations are

predicted to fulfil user satisfaction, whereas the VM type (VM2) with lower resource

configuration is predicted not to fully satisfy the user. This was also expected because

similar to the LR application, the performance of the InMem application varies linearly

with the resources dedicated to its VM. Although high configuration of a VM type may

not always bring high satisfaction, these observations provide support for the validity

of the performance of the proposed prediction method.

Step 3 - Decision Making: Finally, in this step, the decision is made on the target
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Table 6.6: Predicted Execution Time and Satisfaction Values - LR

Application Predicted Execution
Time (seconds)

Predicted Satisfaction
Value

LR VM8
LR VM10
LR VM2
LR VM4
LR VM7

639.04
612.01
804.16
778.85
415.47

1.00
1.00
0.86
0.92
1.00

Table 6.7: Predicted Execution Time and Satisfaction Values - InMem

Application Predicted Execution
Time (seconds)

Predicted
Satisfaction Value

InMem VM10
InMem VM8
InMem VM2
InMem VM7
InMem VM9

345.40
447.40
808.28
517.70
383.78

1.00
1.00
0.85
1.00
1.00

VM type to migrate LR VM5. This decision-making takes into consideration the fol-

lowing factors on each of the shortlisted VM types: user satisfaction value, migration

overhead, application deployment cost. Table 6.8 presents the values of these factors.

The satisfaction values are taken from Step-2, whereas, migration overhead and de-

ployment cost are synthetic values that are used for demonstration purposes. From

Table 6.8, VM7 and VM10 are discarded from the decision-making race as both do

not satisfy the user’s requirement in terms of migration overhead and deployment cost

as set in Table 6.3 by the user. To decide the optimal VM type out of the remaining

3 VM types, Equation 6.2 is used, which calculates the ’fitness’ value on each of the

remaining VM types. The values of the parameters in the Equation 6.2 are taken from

Table 6.8 and are normalised based on their minimum and maximum values in order

to eliminate the effect of varying units for migration overhead and deployment cost.

As discussed in Section 6.2, the values of α, β, γ (in the equation) are set by the user
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Table 6.8: Decision Making Table

Application Predicted
Satisfaction Value

Migration
Overhead (seconds)

Application
Deployment Cost

LR VM10
LR VM8
LR VM7
LR VM4
LR VM2

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.92
0.86

10
50
80
20
40

£1.00
£0.80
£0.70
£0.40
£0.20

Table 6.9: Fitness Table

α β γ VM ID Fitness Value
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

1.0

0.1

0.1

0.1

1.0

0.2

0.2

0.2

1.0

VM10
VM8
VM7

VM10
VM8
VM7
VM10
VM8
VM7

5.00
4.60
4.17
0.50
0.14
0.09

0.100
0.109
0.111

based on their preferences in terms of satisfaction (QoE), deployment cost, and migra-

tion overhead. Following three scenarios are created to emulate user preferences and

its corresponding ’fitness’ value.

• Scenario 1 - User wants satisfaction: In this scenario the user wants to achieve

high satisfaction and does not care if the migration overhead and/or deployment

cost is increased. To emulate this scenario we considered α = 1.0,β = 0.1,γ =

0.2

• Scenario 2 - User wants reduced migration overhead: In this scenario the

user wants to reduce the VM migration overhead and does not care if the cost of

deployment is increased and/or satisfaction (QoE) is compromised. To emulate
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this scenario we considered α = 0.1,β = 1.0,γ = 0.2

• Scenario 3 - User wants reduced deployment cost: In this scenario the user

wants to reduce the deployment cost and does not care if the migration overhead

is increased and/or satisfaction (QoE) is compromised. To emulate this scenario

we considered α = 0.1,β = 0.2,γ = 1.0

Table 6.9 presents the ’fitness’ value on each of the remaining VM types under

each scenario. The VM type that shows the highest ’fitness’ value is decided as the

target VM type for migration. From the table it can be seen that in Scenario 1, VM10

is given the highest ’fitness’ value, i.e. satisfaction value is given more preference over

the deployment cost. In Scenario 2, VM10 again receives the highest ’fitness’ value

as more preference is given to the reduced migration overhead over the deployment

cost. In Scenario 3, VM7 is given the highest ’fitness’ value as it offers the minimum

deployment cost.

6.3.6 Limitations

This work has the following limitations:

• The evaluation of the proposed VM selection method was carried out with a

small subset of applications running on a few VM types. This is mainly due to

cost and time constraints. Experimenting with all possible applications and run-

ning them on large set of VM types will become expensive and time consuming,

if not impossible. However, exploiting the proposed method by running more

applications on a larger set of VM types are considered in the future work.
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• The proposed method successfully predicts the satisfaction value for the de-

ployed applications. However, in these applications, the performance linearly

varies with the resources dedicated to their VMs. This work does not evaluate

how the proposed method will respond when predicting satisfaction value for ap-

plications which do not posses any linear relationship between their performance

and resource availability.

• The decision-making process uses synthetic values for migration overhead and

deployment cost as calculating the migration overhead and accessing deploy-

ment cost information are outside the scope of this work.

• The evaluation of the proposed method was carried out in a lab-based cloud

testbed. Although this allows to have full control over the cloud set-up, this lacks

the evaluation of the method using different variety of VM types available in the

public clouds. However, this does not affect the implementation of the proposed

method in public cloud. The same set of experiments can be performed on public

cloud VMs without requiring any special assistance from the CPs as this work

considers the metrics which are accessible to the users.

6.4 Summary

This chapter presents the Decision-making Module of MyMinder, which deploys a

post-deployment VM selection method to maintain QoE. Specifically, the VM se-

lection method selects an alternative VM type for application migration in the post-

deployment phase when the application undergoes QoE degradation. The proposed

method benefits from the fact that MyMinder collects application-specific performance
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metrics on an ongoing basis, which are exploited by the ML algorithm to select the tar-

get VM type. Therefore, the method does not require the heavyweight task of VM

benchmarking/modelling to make the decision on the target VM type. However, the

method will require performing VM benchmarking/modelling for the situation where

the application does not have any match with currently running applications through

MyMinder. Importantly, the proposed method can ensure stable performance and

maintained QoE throughout the lifetime of the application as it uses predicted QoE

while selecting the target VM type. The chapter demonstrates the proposed VM selec-

tion method using an example scenario where an application suffers from a QoE degra-

dation and requires migration. Evaluation results confirm that the proposed method can

select the optimal target VM type for the application migration.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Directions

This chapter summarises the thesis by highlighting the key findings from this research

work. The chapter also discusses the future research directions in this area of research.

7.1 Conclusions

With the addition of more and more Cloud IaaS providers in the cloud market, cloud

IaaS users face a number of challenges while selecting a particular cloud provider

(CP). One of the main challenges in CP selection stems from performance variability

amongst the CPs. Different CPs provide similar services, e.g. similar VM configura-

tion (number of CPU cores, memory size, disk space, etc.), under differing VM types

(compute-optimised, I/O-optimised, memory-optimised, etc.), which exhibit varying

performance levels and result in considerable variation in the Quality of Experience

(QoE). In order to select an optimal VM which can meet the users’ requirements

within their budget, without wasting computing resources, cloud researchers have pro-

posed various effective VM selection algorithms. However, these algorithms consider

only the instantaneous performance of the cloud applications on the VMs and ignore

whether the performance will be maintained by the VMs in the future, i.e. in the post-
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deployment phase. Application performance in this context refers to the application

domain specific performance measured in terms of applications’ execution time, num-

ber of active connections, etc., which are not monitored or guaranteed by the CPs. It

has been reported by researchers that cloud applications show performance variability

in the post-deployment phase, which may lead to cloud user’s QoE degradation.

Cloud users, particularly those running business critical applications, expect ap-

plication performance stability and a maintained QoE throughout the lifetime of their

applications. For example, a scientific application running on a cloud VM may need

to complete its execution within a fixed time period or a video streaming application

served by a VM may need to maintain its minimal video quality throughout the dura-

tion of the streaming. Failure to do so may result in customer dissatisfaction, which can

ultimately affect customer base and revenue for the companies. To maintain QoE such

cloud users may need to migrate their applications to a new VM type with higher con-

figuration from the same CP or with a similar configuration from a different CP. Apart

from performance, cost can also be an important factor for certain budget-constrained

users who may be interested to migrate to different instances if the price for the current

cloud service rises or other providers offer a better price.

To help cloud users in detecting QoE degradation and selecting a target VM type

for application migration, the thesis proposes a user-centric cloud application manage-

ment framework, named MyMinder (Multi-objective dYnamic MI-gratioN Decision

makER). MyMinder offers a catalogue of metrics based on performance, cost and type

of resources, from which cloud users can choose their requirement metrics depending

on their application. Also, while choosing these metrics users can set certain ranges for

the desired minimum and maximum application performance and cost values, which

define acceptable variability from the preferred QoE and users budget. MyMinder
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takes these requirements and provides the following services in the post-deployment

phase in order to deliver dynamic decision making support to cloud users.

1. Monitoring of application domain specific performance metrics in the acquired

VM.

2. Detection of the application’s performance/QoE degradation due to workload

changes or resource contention caused by co-located VMs.

3. Exploration of alternative VMs in the current CP or other CPs, which can satisfy

user’s performance requirements (in case the deployed application is experienc-

ing unacceptable performance degradation in the current VM).

4. Selection of a target VM amongst the available VMs by predicting whether the

VM can maintain the application’s performance requirements in the future.

Specifically, MyMinder employs a ‘monitoring system’ to monitor application do-

main specific performance metrics, a novel ‘detection algorithm’ to detect QoE degra-

dation and a ‘VM selection method’ to choose a target VM type for application migra-

tion in the post-deployment phase. The monitoring system collects the application do-

main specific metrics such as execution time, number of active connections, etc., which

are not monitored by the CPs. The detection algorithm is proposed specifically for a

media streaming application as a use case. Through this use case, the thesis demon-

strates how a user can write a detection algorithm specific to the deployed application

so that MyMinder can use it to detect QoE degradation. The VM selection method

uses a novel approach for selecting the target VM type for application migration. It

decides an optimal target VM type by analysing user satisfactions obtained from the

similar applications which are deployed through MyMinder, and by predicting whether
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the target VM type can maintain the application’s performance requirements in the fu-

ture. The method benefits from the fact that MyMinder collects application-specific

performance metrics on an ongoing basis, which are exploited by the ML algorithm

to select the target VM type. As a result the method does not require the heavyweight

task of VM benchmarking/modelling to make the decision on the target VM type. Im-

portantly, the method can ensure stable performance and maintained QoE throughout

the lifetime of the application as it uses predicted QoE while selecting the target VM

type.

Evaluation of the performance of the detection algorithm was carried out by de-

ploying a Darwin media streaming service (representative of real-world media stream-

ing applications), and by designing a benchmark for generating realistic media stream-

ing client requests. Evaluation of the VM selection method was carried out by using

an example scenario where a cloud application suffers from a QoE degradation and

requires migration. The scenario was investigated in a lab-based cloud testbed where

data analytic and HPC applications were executed. To represent real-world cloud ser-

vice offerings from multiple public CPs, the testbed contains a number of server ma-

chines offering a range of VM configuration choices. The evaluation results demon-

strate that the proposed detection algorithm can reliably detect the QoE degradation

of a cloud application and the VM selection method can choose an optimal VM to

migrate the application from the under-performing VM in order to maintain the QoE.

7.2 Future Research Directions

To improve MyMinder and make it applicable in real-world, following future research

directions can be considered.
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7.2.1 Pro-active Detection of QoE Degradation

The QoE degradation detection algorithm proposed in this thesis detects the QoE

degradation only after the degradation occurs. As a result, there is a risk that the

application may degrade to a certain level where it may not anymore serve its cus-

tomers and cause significant loss of revenue for the company. To avoid such situation,

there is a need to pro-actively detect the QoE degradation, i.e. detecting the degra-

dation before it actually happens or it gets significant. Such pro-active detection will

allow the company to take necessary actions including migrating the application to

another VM type through MyMinder. Pro-active detection can be performed by using

statistical or machine learning based algorithms which can analyse the application’s

historical performance metrics and predict if the application is going to be degraded in

the near future. Proposing such algorithms for application performance prediction to

avoid QoE degradation can be considered as an interesting future research work.

7.2.2 Evaluating MyMinder With More Applications and VM Types

The evaluation of MyMinder’s VM selection method was carried out with a small sub-

set of applications running on a few VM types in a lab-based cloud testbed. Although

this allows full control over the cloud set-up, this lacks the evaluation of the method

using the variety of VM types available in the public clouds. This will be a valuable

future research work to evaluate the VM selection method with a large set of applica-

tions running on a large number of VM types in a large-scale cloud set-up. Importantly,

the performance of the applications considered in this work linearly varies with the re-

sources dedicated to their VMs. It will be interesting to see how the proposed method

responds when predicting satisfaction value for applications which do not exhibit a

linear relationship between their performance and resource availability.
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7.2.3 Using MyMinder for Application Migration in the Cloud-
Edge Platform

With the growth of IoT devices (routers, sensors, wearables, etc.) in all types of indus-

tries, there is a demand to perform some lightweight computing on such devices while

carrying out the heavyweight tasks in the cloud. This entails a complex decision-

making to decide on when to move an application from the cloud system to the edge

of the network (where IoT devices are installed) or vice-versa. This decision-making

will essentially follow the similar steps as MyMinder’ decision-making: (i) when to

migrate and (ii) where to migrate. Similar to the QoE degradation detection algorithm

proposed in this thesis, a detection algorithm can be proposed to identify when the

application needs to be migrated between Cloud and IoT devices. To decide which

cloud/IoT device should be chosen to migrate the application to, MyMinder’s VM se-

lection method can be used as a baseline. Research on proposing such detection and

decision-making algorithms for application migration in the Cloud-Edge scenario will

be interesting.
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